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News In Brief
1i) formal business eyweetedShultz, Gromyl.co begin talks

Lawmakers gather
for second session
starting Tuesday

GENEVA, Switzerland (API — The United States and
the
Soviet Union today began to try to revive negotiations curbing
nuclear weapons after a 13-month impasse.
Secretary of State George P. Shultz dro9e in a.police-escorted
ten-car motorcade from his hotel to the Soviet Mission for
his
first session with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko.
Shultz arrived at the open steel gate of the mission at 9:25 a.m.
43:26 a.m. EST) and was-(nivel to a Villa inside the compound
whore the first round of talks were to take place.

Collins returns to work today

By MARK R.CHELLGREN
in a shorter time by having a
Associated Press Writer
session in Frankfort and haying
-FRANKFORT; Ky. (AP) —
a formal otganizational--sesEddie formal business wtIr be
-ston."atild'Senat4e President Pro
conducted when the 1985
Tern Joe Prather, D-Vine Grove.
organizational session _ of the
Giving new lawmakers a full
General Assembly convenes or?
year to attend interim commitTuesday.
tee meetings is also preferable,
Eighteen new representatives
Prather said. "It makes first:
will be given the oath of office
term legislators much more efand leadership races in both
fective legislators." he said.
chambers will be decided. But
Reports -from standing corpno bills will be considered and no . .rnittees.will take up the
majority
substantive action can be taken
of the formal meetings. Much of
on any issue.
the important work actually will
The session will cost taxoccur in party-caucuses and inpayers 832,000 for each day ft formal Social- gatherings. _ lasts. Legally, the session may
A large number of lawmakers
run for 10 days, but tLie tentative • seeking the leadership posts
will
schedule calls for gajournment .be lobbying for votes
from
on Friday.
veteran-colleagues and especialBefore voter approval of the
ly from the 18 n-ew
1979 bmstiiiitional amendment
representatives. •
,
changing legislative_ftlectionsith
The new House members have
even-humbered years, freshmen
already been initated into some
Jawroalters were thrown --into a
of the
th-e'. lower
—full -session -barely Two months —Chamber. 45n
- Thursday and Friafter their election and party -day last week, they were treated
caucuses to determine leaderto an orientation session when
ship posts were held in informal
they were shown around their
gatherings at a state park.
new offices, showed how- to- file
"Kentucky Dam Village was a
bills, take advantage of the serfine outing, but I do feel that
- -nao're business is accomplished _ (Cont'd on page

-FRANKFORT, Ky. APi-- Gov. Martha LayneCollins
today.
returned to work-forthe first-tithe ghee
ee Undergoing eergen
in
cy
abdominal surgery on Nov. 21, her press secretary said.
"She doesnt have anything specifically on the agenda —
just
*catching up today and she has things scheduled the rest of the
week," Ken Hoskins said.
Mrs. Collins, 48, was hospitalized in England after swallow
ing
a piece of glass and suffering a punctured intestine. Surgeon
s
removed a four-inch section of her small intestine and found the
glass shard. measuring 1.3 inches long.
Asked whether the governor was planning to resume ,a full
schedule, Hoskins said: "I don't think she really Allows. I think
she's going to see how it goes.
"Certainly, she'S still recuperating, but she's back in her office
and -baek on the job." _
.4

Elsewhere...
The Amockated Pms

CAPET'AN.4tIER4L. Fla. — A practice countdown was completed successfully today for America's first classified man-inspace mission. a Jae. 23 deployment of-an advanced spy satellite
Robin' Overbey,'a December graduate -'of - Murray Stale; V
within listening range of the Soviet Union.
.
crowned -Miss Kentucky USA 1985 Saturday night at the Paducah
NEW YORK — A federal judge today gave final approval to a
Executive Inn. Miss Overbey thus qualified for the Miss USA $180 million settlement in a class-action suit brought -by
pageant next summer. She was crowned by Tammy Meiendez of
thOusands of Vietnam veterans and their families over health
Murray, laid year's Miss Kentucky. Robin, the daughter of Mr.
damage blamed on the *wartime herbicide Agent Orange. .
and Mrs. Robert K. Overbey of talvert City and granddaughter
. 4MPIL. Cambodia — Thai military officers at the Thaiof Mr.and Mrs. Hugh-Waldrop of Murray. majored in broadcast Cambodian - border say Vietnamese artillery shelled three
communications at MSU.
resistance camps early today. A Cantibodlan resistance leader
said the Vietnamese might try atank-backed attack teimarkthe
sixth anniversary of Vietnam's victory over Cambodia.
NE
YORK — John Zaccaro, husband of Democratic vice.
presidential candidate Geraldine Ferraro, has been indicted on a
charge of scheming to defraud in connection with the purchase
and financing of five apartment buildings, prosecutors announced today.
By CHARLES HONEY
"We exceeded all of our, exTEL AVIV. Israel — Government and Jewish agencies blamed
Staff Writer
pectations." said Mike Marrs,
each other and_angry_Etilionian-lews-calied-ita-1•teortspiraey" to-Although some--merchants feir manager of the newly .located .
halt the sudden flood of immigrants. A leading newspaper says
they lost sales to the Kentucky . Hillmark store. Customers
too many people knew about Operation Moses before it was leak-came from Paris, Cadiz and
Oaks Mall, Christmas shopping
prompting a halt to the mission to rescue the Ethiopians from,
even Paducah, Marrs said.
was heavy in Murray this year,
drought-struck Ethiopia.
"I think people shopped with'
according to .businesses'
us and around the Murray area.W.4$11IINGTO-N — President Reagan's re-election becomes ofreports.
ficial today following a joint session of the House and Senate to
because it was more peaceful"
The Court Square in par.
open and count the Electoral College's ballots.
than the Paducah trial, Marrs
ticular apparently had very
TOKYO — Japan, the economic superstar, is fast beComint a said. "People said they just
strong holiday sales. Merchants
fiscal invalid, with budgetary deficits outstripping those of any wanted to get out of town and
there said sales far exceeded
other industrialized nation. Japan's debt now takes up .„ane,..__
Murray was a Mce place to
quarter-of--total expenditures, compared with 19.4 percent ih the --their projections.
come to."
United States, 13 pereent in France and 9.3 percent In West Germany, according to Ministry of Finance figures. CALPULALPAN. Mexico — Seven people were killed and 182
,injured when a passenger train derailed on a curve near here.
"authorities said. TwO U.S. citizens and one Briton were among
__*
__ ,th.e injured, 1,11e U.S Embassy reported Sunday. It did not identify them, but said none was seriously hurt.

A new queen crowned

Holiday shopping was heavy in Murray
Greg McReynolds of CornJeff's shopping center-reported
Austin clothiers called it "our
increases overlast year's sales;
boat-season ever";-busiltesswas— --and--The Place at Soutnside
strong immediately following
Manor had its "biggest
Thanksgiving and "the last
Christmas._ Eve ever:" said
week was just unbelievable." he
manager Betty Miller.
said.
Buddy Buckingha.m of Other shops in town also
Buckingham-Ray said his_stores
reported strong years: Readalso did-well, but thatsales were
more Book and Card, which ex"extremely late' — a trend con•panded its facility this year, firmed by other merchants
reported sales more than double _Dick Peyer, manager of -Pen,
those of last year; J.C. Penney.
Wal-Mart. K-Mart and Uncle , (Cont'd on page71)

•

• Today in History..- .
Today is Monday, Jan. 7, the seventh day of 1985. There are 358
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history: On Jan. 7, 1789, the first preside
n:
tial election in the United States was held. Americans voted for
electors who, a month later, voted to make George Washington
the nation's first President.
Today's birthdays:- Cartoonist Charles Addams is 73. Actor
Vincent Gardenia-is 63. Author William Peter Blatty is 57. Sen.
Mack Mattingly, R-Ga.,is 54.. Fortner ba.sebaLl_player.Tony-Cooigliaro is 40. Singer Kenny Logginsis•37.
Thought for today: "You can convince% the wise; you.ean convince with more difficulty the ignorant; but the half-educated,
you can never convince." — East Indian saying........

_
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MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The'Murray Lodger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monclai.
friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
ore urged to call 753-1916 bet
ween 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
'Monday through Friday. or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Setur.
days. Office Hours — 8 a.m.-5 .
p.m. Monday thru Friday, 6
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday

1

Cloudy with occasional flurries today and highs in the
mid 30s. Tonight, mostly
cloudy with lows'In the -upper
24i to lower 30s. Tuesday.
cloudy with temperatures
holding nearsteady in the
lower 30s.
• '
Extended Forecast
The -extended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday
calls for fair topartly cloudy
skies and seasonably cool
weather,
. .
LAKE LEVELS .
Kentucky- Lake
•
354r9 •
Barkley Lake
355.0'

i
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The family that plays together...
Pam Wyatt, left. 11,411e Wyatt. 12,1'enter. and Stac
att. 7.
found time to build this snow_ family ...before warmer
temperatures began melting much of the accumulation from the
area. p to 9 Inches of snow fell thrOughout the western lientuck

'
,tart plmtn

4.rpg T,-.s11,

region making travel evtretnel diffictilt for motorists enturing
out. Today's forecast calls for a slight chance of flurries.. The
Nyatts. built, their show family in their front ird on ViliCtnell
Drh e. '
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Cocaine usage by youths unchanged, new study reports
•
ANN ARBOR, Mic#$ AP • The percentage of high school
seniors using cocaine has not
changed since 1979, deSpite.a
growing aversion to marijuana,alcohol and cigarettes accor:
ding to a government-sponsortd
study released today.
"We observed a sharp increase in cocaine use between
1976 And 1979; but since-the
. rates - of use in this age.. group
•have been relatively 'stable."
said Lloyd D. Johnson, one of

three University of Michigan
social psychologists who conducted the nStionvwide study (0,Of
17.000 high school seniors for the
National Institute on Drug
Abuse.,
.
"Still, usage levels are
troublesomely high." Johnson
said. Sixteen percent of the
seniors surveyed last swing had
used cocaine.t least once, 12
percent had us it some time in
the previous year and 6 percent
-

were monthly users, he said. .
.fohnsidin, of the University's
institute of Social Research.
said more seniors view cocaine
as dangerous and disapprove of
its use, but there is an indication
of increasing use, especially in
the Northeast.
Meanwhile. 85 percent of the
seniors disapproved of regular
marijuana use in 1984. compared with.65 percent in 1977, the
study said.
-Concern about, both the

opsychological and physfcal effects of regular marijuana use
has shifted dramatically over
the last seven years,- resulting
in "an increasing number of
young _people terminating or
reducidg their use after some initial period of involvement,"
Johnson said.
Fare percent of the seniors
had used marijuana at least'20
times in the .previous Month.
down from 5.5 percent in 1983
and from the neak of 11 nereent

In 1978. Twenty-five percent said
they used marijuana occasional1Y, vs. 37 percent in 1978. '
The study also showed that 67
percent of seniors had -used
alcohol in the previous month,
with 5 percent drinking daily. In
1979, those figures were 72 percent and 7 percent, respectively.
Reports of occasional heavy
drinking Yell to 39 percent in 1984*
from 41 percent the previous
year - the firSt decline since the
study began 10 years ago.

Cigarette smoking, which hadfallen by nearly one-third between 1977 and 1980 and leveled
off for several years, dropped
from 41 percent in 1983 to 39 percent last year. Johnson said.
The National Institute on Drug
Abuse, part of the Department
of Health ,and Human
Resources, annually surveys
17,000 seniors in about 140 public
and private high schools
nationwide.

Murray housing among those as
the most segregated in Kentucky
a

Men's
Women's
Winterweight Winterweight
Outerwear
Outerwear
•Over -200-pieces in stock
'Over 150 pieces in stock
•Orig. $16 to $150

•Orig. $45. to $109

NOW 19.99 to 49.99 NOW 9.99 to 79.99
Men's and
Young Men's
Sportswear
•Sweaters,.shirts;---pants
*Over 1000 pieces in -stock
•Orig. $18 to $28

Junior
and Missy
Sportswear.
*Sweaters laleepanskirts, blazers and jeans
*Over 1500 piece in stock
- *Orig. $12 to $62

NOW 9.99 to 19.99 NOW 6.99 to 9.99

Giant Aisle Sale
•i 000's of items
*Continuous- Markdowns

9W to 9.99
Fall & Winter Boys & Girls
Family Shoes Sweaters
•

*Shoes boots and athletic
footwear ,
*Over 1200 pair in stock _
•Orig.'- $12 to11-09

'Over 200 pieces in stock
•Orig. to $25

NOW 9.99 to 59.99 NOW 4.99 to 9.99

to an average annual decline of only 1.5 points at
those without plans.
Hopkinsville. Owensboro,. Russellville-;
Madisonville, Cyhthiana and Newport was listed
in the report as the authorities that led the state
in reducing segregation between 1974 and 1984.
"All but Newport operated with-long-range affirmative actinn_ *desegregation plans." the
release said.
Of the 12 authorities which allowed segregation to.ineree between 1974 and 1984, only Richmond and Georgetown operated With affirmative
action desegregation plans. •
Martin noted in the release that segregation at
the largest authorities in the state
Louisville,
Lexington-Fayette County and Paducah - was
little changed during the 10-year,period. None of •
The index indicates the degree to whrch black
the authorities had comprehensive desegregafamilies -are distributed among an authority's
tion plaits, he said, 4
projets on a scale of zero (total desegregation or
Listed as the "most segregated authorities in
equal distribution of an authority's black family
the state" in 1984 were those in Louisville, .
tenants among its projects) to 100(total segregaMayfield, Hazard, Miirray and Nicholasville.
tion -of black and white families among_ an • • The "least-segregated authorities" for the same.
authority's projects).
year were Harlan, Eminence. Hopkinsville.
Segregation was reduced by only 12.2 -index
Pikeville and Cumberland. the commission
points, from 59.5 in 1976 to 47.3 in 1984. by
noted.
authorities without desegregation plans, the
- "Statewide, the weighted average segregation
release said.
. , . index of all the public housing authorities fell by
18.7 segregation index points.between 1976 and
During the same period.- 12 of the 15.authorities
1984 - from 61.1 to. 42.4 - an average annual
with desegregation plans reduefiid segregation, -- decline of 2.3 index points," the release said.
while only 11 of the 20 authorities without
"At that rate, it would take the state's public
desegregation plans registered. reductions ;in
housing authorities until 2002 to balance the
Segregation.'
.
racial occupancy of each of their projects with
ComMission Director Galen _Martin I said
their authority-wide, black-white ratio," it
segregation fell an average of 4.0 index'points
added.
.annually at the authorities with plans compared
LOUISVILLE. Ky. ( AP - Twenty-three of
the state's 35 public housing authorities have
reduced segregation over the last-10-years, but
those with affirmative action plans were three
times more successful, a report issued today
says.
The findings were issued by the Kentucky
Commission on Human Rights in an 84-page
report entitled '
,Segregalicrn Persists in Ken- tucky's Public - Honsing Authorities Despite •
• Many Improvements 19744.984.".
• The report said housing authorities with affirmative action plans cut segregation by half be).ween 1976 and 1984. -Their segregation index
dropped from 65.6 points in 1976 to 32.0 points in
1984. a total decline of 33.6. A news- release said.

The races - and even the peo: Rep. Carl Hines, fl--Louisville.
survived the 1984 election. There
pie in them -.are fluid events.
As one lawmaker said, "If you
were three black represencount Up all of the votes people
tatives in 1884.
There will be seven female 'say they have, there are 102
(Coned from page 1) Democrats and,58 Republicans representatives in the coming
vices offered 1;,,y the Legislative in the Hciuse."
•
session. There were eight in
Research Commission staff and
In fact, there will be 74
1984.
a variety of other housekeeping Democrats in the 1985-86
There will be no new faces in
matters.
Legislature and 26 Republicans, the Senate, where members did
three more than in 1984.
Perhaps more importantly,
not face election in 1984. Only
The tentative agenda for the
they were given a taste of
one leadership race.appears in
session has the oath of office for
politics as the game is played in
the offing with Democrat John
the House at a dinner and recep- ,the new members scheduled for "Eck" Rose, D-Winchester,
tion hosted by Speaker Bobby
noon Tuesday. A seminar on
challenging incumbent Assistant
Richardson, D-Glasgow.
legislators' _relations with the
President pro tern Delbert Murphy of Owensboro.
The • freshmen lawmakers_ news media wilt be Tuesday
-afternoon.
.
'
According to figures from-the
were Wined and dined, cajoled
The session, which can legally
LRC, 829,000 of the cost of the
and buttonholed by the various
last 10 days, is scheduled to end
organizational goes- to pay the
-veterans seeking leadership
on
Friday.
•
salaries and expenses of
-Positions - and there, are a
The Houseln the coming two ,Jawmakers.
numbez of therti; The most imyears Will also be more white
The rest will go for extra
portant-- and visible
'races
and male than in the 1984 ses=': employees that must be hired
a.re in the House
where
sion. Only one black lawmaker, and other expenses.
representatives facedelection in
November 1984.
Only'Majorify Caucus Chairman, William Donnermeyer. DBellevue, seems to have avoided
opposition.
Richardson faces a stiff
challenge from current Speaker
pro tem Don Blandford, a
,
De,mocrat from Philpot. •
' Current Majoreity Floor
Registration for the spring semester at. Murraystate UniverseLeader„,llm LeMaster of Paris,
restime on Monday and Tuegclay. Jan. PI and 15, in the upIs running against Greg Stumbo,
-per level of-the Curris Center.
a fellow Democrat from
--Registration hours will be IrCrfn 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Day and even- .
Prestonsburg.
ing classes will begin on Wednesday,- Jan. 16.
House Minority Floor .Leader
Special registration for part-time evening studAs is schedulRichard Turner of -Tomed Wednesday and Thursday, Jan 16 and 17. and Monday and
pkinsville is being challenged by
Tuesday, Jan. 2-1 and 22,from 5 to 7 p.m, also in the Curris Center.
Rep. Raymond Overstreet;'a
No late registration fee will be charged for evening registration
fellow Republican trom_Liberty.
provided'paymentis. made before the second class.
There are also races for the
Registration for many, 5liiiray State _offtcainpus extended'
• whip positions 111 hatt11-party and
-hi-W at the first Class
-tlAsseS"Maylre
The speaker pro tern's post left
A special date.for giaduates is Saturday-,--May 11. Commencevacant by Blandford.
ment is scheduled at 10 a.m. that day in the fieldhouse.
Minority Floor Leader Willard
- Additional information may 1r obtained by contacting -the Of"Woody" Allen may be
fice of Admissions. Sparks Hall, Murray State University. Murchallenged by one of the losers
ray, Ky., 42071. telephone (5021 762-3741. a
in the race for whip, Republican
representatives say.
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MU registration
to resume Jan. 14-15

Electric
Boys & Girls
Blankets
Orig. NOW Winterweight Holiday shopping was heavy...
"
Twin
$40 24.99 Sleepwear.
Full

$50._

-Full -Dual

-$60

Queen Dual- -

S70.

Xing Dual

$100

34.99
44.99
54.99
79.99

'Gowns, robes and pajamas
'Over 100.pieces in stock
•Orig. to $17

NOW 5.99 to 9.99

JCPenney.
New Store Hours
Mon. thru Sat. 9 am-9 pm
•
Sun - 12,30-5:10 pm

•.
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray. Kentucky
Catalog Phone (502) 759-4080
Office Phone (562)
759-1400 -

SteVe-Andrus of Pier I Imports
noted the -mall grew tremenney's, attributed the late shoppdously this year, and that gbing
ing to the fact there was an extra
there-1S asocial event in itself
.
weekend- before ChriStmas this
for
"Kfurray is not the only one
year.
_
hurt" by the mall, Andrua said.
Buckingham said that despite
taking a little bite out of"It's
a strong promotional campaign
everybody" in the Purchase
by the chamber of commerce
•
urging customers to "Shop Mur- ,area ,
Wal-Mart manager Steve Henray First." many residents did,a
dricks said he doesn't feel the
lot of their shopping at the Ken• mall hurt sales at his store, but
tucky Oaks Mall, particularly
"Generally speaking, you get
during the long weekend followhurt the first two weeks of the
ing Thanksgiving.
month. After.that-peopl,e don't
lot of peple will admit
drive to shop. If you talcesvg,of
theY14rulilhaVe'Wad the same - them w.heli they come' in, you
thing here at as good or better' - won't--get hurt."
Steve Zee, executive vice
prices, but there just -seerrls to
'1)e iforriethTfigthat draws them ," . president of the chatiiber of
commerce, 'said Inki 'developBuckingham said.
(Cont'd from page 1)

ment of the mall and the, interstate highway system have
made the mall a more formidable competitor for -area
shopper*: Mayfield merchants
did not have a good year, he
pointed but.
However, improvements to Murray's downtown over the
past few" years, and the
chamber's campaign stressing •
patronage of local shops, have
seemed to pay off, he said.
"For_lhe,most part, the people -I talked to did feel some loyalty
to shop..here." _Zha. said, Fur-. _
the
shopping_ Irk,__1411.4W
doesn't pose the traffic problems that exist at the mall.and
Zee' said he feels Merchants
-fefperaonality and
here Mier Tho
•
better service
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royko says

Confusion
caused by Ma
Bell breakup

It

f

a

e

It's been a year since the telephone company
was split up._ and here's what there is so far to
show for it: A great deal of consumer confusion.
accompanied by the creation of a booming new
telephone-consultant industry; poorer service, unmitigated by all the fancy new equipment
available: slightly lower long-distance rates, but
higher local rates that more than make up for the
difference for most phone users.
• After one year, - there's still pearly universal
telephone service in the country, but the trend is
away from that, with basic-service,charges rising. And the Federal Communications Commission just added to the Areasing cost by deciding
to tack a $1 per month access charge onto all
telephone bills starting next June-and a $2 charge
the year after.
There's probably no one to blame for the mess.
Probably it would have occurred eventually-in-any •
case. Once the decision was made to allow AT&T
to compete in the development of high-tech communications - and how long would it have made
sense to keep AT&T or its competitors out of this
field? - all the rest:followed.
,If AT&T was to compete-fairly, it couldn't be
•
allowed to hold on to its vast. Monopoly profits.
from basic telephone services, an advantage no
potential-competitor could-come near to matching.
And once AT&T's high-tech equipment and longdistance businesses were separated from its basic
telephone business, there was no way to maintain
the subsidies for basic service that those highprofit-businesses used to provide. .
There were probably better ways to phase in
these changes. But eventually there Would have
been no way_ around things like the new access
charge. GiVen the technology and the competitive
marketthatriow exists, the biggest long-distance
users and providers are capable of simply bypass.
ing local telephone networks. And wlIgpever it is
cheaper per call for them to build their own"
systems than to pay the local networks for use of
local telephone lines, they will. Once they do, the
cost of local service will have to go up. to cover
e u
pertse of maintaining local lines. The only way t
revent or forestall that is to keep the
-price of ong-distance calls below the leVel at
which sypass systems make sense - which
means raising the basic charge of maintaining
local lines. One way or the other, local customers
would eventually have to pay a greater access
--charge for maintaining local lines.
---Ccinfusion-was similarly unavoidable. AS soon
as there was competition, it was inevitable there
would be variety in both products and services.
- As-soon as there was-competitors, choosing among
them and coordinating between them was bound
to get complicated. •
The benefit the general public is eventually supposed to gain from all this is-considerable: The
• new competition is supposed to bring lower costs.
'faster innovations, improved economic growth
and greater efficiency in the long run.-But if there
are- one year intd the proZesS-- precious few
signs
.that that's what's happening. there's also
precious little to be done-about. Other than lobbying for smoother transition rules and for special
programs to help poor people as telephone costs
rise, one Can only wait and hope that it will all turn
out to have been worth it.

- GRRAIF1FITir

1•44Aelemeste trot. me.
.,

by mike royko

New Yorkers living a life of pessimism
(Mike Royko is on vacation. This is
left spent most of the movie doubltrying to make us laugh, that's why.
a reprint of a column he Wrote
ed up Oh laughter. The woman on
As Kael explained it the italics are
several months ago.)
'my right latighed at one gag for so
mine):
When I ,go to New York, I'm,
long thar'she missed the next three
"In the 1970s, Woody Allen, the
always struck by how grim -the
gags. The guy in front of me bouncpost-Freudian movie come--'
first
natives are.
ed so hard al a joke that he spilled
dian, channeled his own anxieties inThey scowl, they snarl, they
his popcorn.
to his clowning. He was the first to
seldom smile. Their eyes glare or
When the movie ended, most of
use his awareness of his own sexual
dart with suspicion. When they
the audience was grinning. And as
insecurities as the basis for this
-aren't scowling or snarling, they are
they walked out, they were
humor, and when he turned
moaning about their troubles.
repeating some of the lines and
psychodrama into comedy, he
I've always wondered why they're
laughing all over again.
seemed to speak - to joke - for all
so miserable. Sure, I realize that livThe last few days, I mentioned to
of us. Moviegoers felt themselves on_
ing in New York isn't easy: Yet, peoseveral friends that I had seen
insiders' terms with the neurotic.
ple in other cities smile. Why. I once
"Broadway Danny Rose." -Those
Woody Allen hero; who reflected
heard a man in Detroit actually
who-had seen it agreed that it was
their defensesAleir feelings- of inlaugh.
hilarious.
significance, their embarrassing
Now I think I have found a clue to
But one of them - a former New
aspirations. But the culture has
the sour personalities of New
York person - said: "I hear it isn't
changed: Woody Allen no longer
Yorkers. They are miserable
very good."
tells us what wt think about
because they
prefer
being
Says who? I asked.
ourselves. A wall has come down
miserable, just as Californians
He returned in a few minutes with
between him and u‘s: in 'Broadway •
prefer being crazy. It's a conscious
the current isstke of New Yorker
Danny Rose'.. he's on the other side.
choice.
magazihe, which is the favorite
with the rest of the comedy
I came to that conclusion- as a
- m,agazine of the-most sophisticated
- -specialists; beating against it, trying
result of having gone to see a movie
New Yorkers; and bumpkins who
to make us laugh:"
the other- night.
.
wish they were'.saphisticated New.
See what - I mean about the
It had been a hard-day and I didn't
Yorkers.
- •
grimness of New Yorkers? Here's a
want to be *pressed. So that left out
"Read Pauline kail,-V Ire said.
comedian who-makes a movie with.
many of the more popular movies
rather smugly. referring to the
the intention of
to'sbake us
that have to do with broken relationMagazine's film critic, whom many
laugh. Which is what comedians are
ships, teen-age ax murderers, and
people consider to be the most pro- .supposed to do.
If a Comedian
the frustrations of the modern
found critic in her field. I'm sure she
doesn't make us laugh, he might
feminist..
is .prolound because I've almostsoon be earning. his-living slicing
The answer seemed to be the new
never understodd anything she says.
cornea _beef.
Woody Allen _movieAHlroadway
•
But I think I understood her this
Butfrom the perspective ofa New
Danny Rose." which most critics
time. She didn't like the movie.
York person, he has failed because
said was funny.
called it :'cloying."
he no longer tells us what we think
And it was funny. The guy on my
Why? Because Woody Allen was . about ourselves.

she •
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No wonder the people in that city
are so strange
'they have been
depending on.a neurotic comedian to
tell them what they think about
themselves.
I don't understand that. How
could Woody Allen tell me_what I
think of myself when we don't even
know each other?
_
And during all these years of watching his movies, I never even
realized that I was supposed to learn
from him what I think about myself.
If I was going to ask anybody what
I think-about myself. I'd ask myself.
• Or. if it was late at night, I might ask
the bartender.
To be truthful, I hadn't es:.en
realized that I was supposed to be on
any "insiders' terms- with Allen's
neurotic problems, his feeling of insignificance. I really,thought he,was.
joking about being goofed up. How
could a guy who was Diane Keaton's
reaPlifelover feel insignificant?
-But now, if I can believe Kael, it.
turnsourthaf NOW. Yorkers Went-to
his movies seeking sex therapy and
psychological counseling,
• If that's true. I'm glad - it was
- Woody Allen who. became one Of
New York's most popular stars and
not somebody like Anthony Perkins.
I'd hate to think of all those New
Yorkers going to see a movie like
"Psycho" for guidance on career
fulfillment.
Cop
'
yright

Th. I -titrae,• Trit•

—
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Ten years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Gardie Lassiter are
Members of the Calloway County
today observing their 61st wedding
Board of Education are Joe Dyer anniversary.
and Walter liyars, new members,
The Calloway County Council on
Billy Joe Stubblefield, Ferrel Alcoholism will hold aninstitute on
Miller and Lubie Parrish.
Alcoholism for the Clergy at,Stu• --Mr. and Mrs. Guy Boggess of dent Union Building, Murray State
'Hardin will observe their 50th wed- College, on Jan. 11.
ding anniversary on Jan. 11.
James H. Jones. son of Mr. and
Elected as 1985 officers of TemMrs.
Clayborne E: Jones _of Murple Hill Lodge N-67278- Wee-and -Accepted Masons were Eddie Culver. ray, was presented an award for
Ken Miller, Ronnie Ross, Charlie best designed building in Cincin-Lassiter,',Cecil Taylor. Larry nati, Ohio, at a dinner meeting of
Roberfl, Larry. Bell, David architects of area held in
Borders, Richard Holt, A.W. Cincinnati.
Mary Steele, daughter of Mr. and
Galloway. John Grogan and Billy
Mrs. F.M. Steele of near Hazei, is
Miller.
The' Red Cross Hospital home demonstration agent at
Volunteers met yesterday in the Hardinsburg.
conference room of the MurrayThirty years ago
Calloway County 'Hospital to plan
Harvey Ellis is countrchairman
the schedules for the new year. and Frank Albert Stubblefiel
d is ciKathryn Glqver is chairman.'
'ty chairman of the 1955 American
The Murray State University Red'Cross Fund Drive. Mrs: Joe
Racers beat Mississippi College In- Pace is executive secretary.
to 58 in a basketball game to go to 7
Hiram Tucker, local real estate
to 2 for the season. Fred Overton is dealer, has installed the first
coach for the Racers.
device in Murray for the receiving
Dr. James Hammack, Jr., spoke-- _of telephone messages while he is
at a recent meeting of the J.N. out of his office.
,
Williams Chapter of the United
Recent births reported at the
Daughters of the Confederacy held
Murray Hospital include a boy to
at-the home of Mrs, Fred Gingles.
.
Twenty years ago
Mr- and Mrs Herbert Hughes,. a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Junes Futrell,
The Kentucky Department of
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Odell Hicks
Labor on Jan. 5 presented an
Employee Safety Award to the and a boy to Mr. and hits..Geogge
Tappan Co.. Murray Division. Bob- Green. •
by Johnson is full tame safety direcDr. Forrest Pogue spoke about
tor at the local Plant which •"A Christian Woman Looks 'At the
UN"--at a--meeting it -theemploys 750 persons.
:(a
Tom Williams of Murray was Graves Circle of .the Woman's
Associsition of ..the College
elected as vice, chairman of the
Four Rivers'- Council Explorer Presbyterian Church held at the
home of Mrs. T.H. Clack.
Cabinet

—

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a,question or a problem not
answered in these columns; write to
Heartline. 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria; Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, bat you
must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this
column.
HEARTLINE: I am recently
widowed. I must-have some repairs
done to my home and also purchase
a few major appliance -My husbandalways took care of these things.
and he was so careful about it.
However, I do not know what all he
did to check Out'companies and products to giVe him peace of mind
about the choices he made. I am so
afraid that j will make a -mistake.
Can
you
._
. give megome idea of the
precautions I should take before
choosing the appliances I need and
'the company.I choose to-ihake my
home. repairs? R•W.
ANSWSER: Read and consider
the following questions before making a purchase. ordering bymail or _
-Signing on the dotted line. These
questions could prevent you loosing
those hard earned dollars to a pro- duct,_ service or business that
_ .
ly wasn't worth it. If you are ever in
UP TO YOU' GOLD MINES"
doubt about a product or service, it
would be Wise to look elsewhere, or
check further into the product or
servicebefore committing yourself.
.1. Does the advertiser promise
more than thp • product can
reasonably deliver? Beware of
claim's that Seern too goodin be true.
W.B. Moser has returned home
. 2. Have you comparison shopped?
after a ,Visit with his son, Sgt, Bob
Spending a little time comparing
Moser and family of Lebanonprices and quality for goods and services may save you much in time,
trouble and money.
.
3. According to your local consumer protection agency or Better
Politics comes in for its share of
Business Bureau. does the company
hard knocks, and deservedly so.
have a good track record"
American humorist Will Rogers
4.if you are seeking prafessionai---(
- 1-8794935
sattElliar "if you services, have you asked about fees.
ever injected truthinto politics, youservices. qualifications
and
would have no politics." '
licenses? •
Perhaps an apter. if.lighter Com5. Do you understand the contract
ment,on politics is this statement of
and your full obligation' What hapformer Minnesota Senator Eugene
pens if you miss a payment" What
McCarthy:
If-you want to pay off'in advance"
- Being in politics is like being
What about finance charges? What
a football coach. You have be
is the total price? If you are not sure
smart enough to understand
of thee things, take he contract
the game and dumb enough to
home and obtairi legal advice before
think it's important.
you sign. Remember that- oral promises or exPla.natioas.) are only
..worils unless put in_writing.either
WRITE A LETTER
Letters
in the contract or in a written
to the editor are welcomed and
agreement:-,encouraged. All letters must be
6. Do.you feel that you are being
signed by the writer and the
rtished,or pitshed.tocrfast. either to
writer's address and phone
buy or to sign a contract? If so, be
number must be included for
even More hesitant.
verification. The phone number
7. Is there a warranty? Does the
will not be published.
_ warranty rover parts and labor, afid
Letters should be typewritten
for how long? Where do yon have to
and double-spaced if possible and
take the item for repair?
should be on topics of general
•
What a-re the corripany's
interest.
policies for handling complaints?
Letters must not be more than
9.- Does the company.- g4ve
500 words. Longer letters cannot
• - rafting*"
be published.
10. Ask the salesman or represenEditors reserve the right to
tative
.
for three or four of their
condense or reject any letter and
previous customers. Be sure to ask,
limit frequent writers.'
for names and phone .ndritbers -of
Address correspondence to:
tustomers at least 4-6 months old,
Editor. The Murray Ledger it
Call
them and ask their opinion of
Times. Box iko. Murray. Ky.
the product or service andlind out
42071. any -pivbrems- they have hid-.

thoughts in season
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Female TV broacicaster shows tovghness
NEW YORK (AP) Sandi Freerrian wasn't
all that eager to confront_ Cable News Network chief Ted- Turner
on her interview show.
Let it be somebody
else's fantasy to embarrass the boss-on national
television.
, "I said on-the air that
I felt like I was between
a rock and a hard
place." said
Freeman,. anchor of
CNN's live interiiew
show, "The Freeman
. Report." I said a little
.parTOT me- wants to
work here tomorrow."
Ms Freeman did the
interview with Turner,
and he still signs her
paycheck. "Ted's very
forthcoming. He speaks
his mind." she said. "He.
was great about it - he
.said. 'I don't expect you
to be soft on me."'
T„hroughout • her

career, the subject of
toughness.has shadowed
Ms. Freeman, as it has
almost every female TV
broadcaster, in part
because of the limited
roles women have been
permitted to play in the
medium and because of
the 'rigid mind-set of
many male executives.
There are corporate
types at CBS, for example, who say that Diane
Sawyer was too tough on
the "CBS Morning
News" and didn't appeal to female viewers.
So when she left for "60
Minutes," CBS replaced
her with-Phyths George.
who is supposed to attract women with her
wholesomeness and
family snapshots.
There was a time
when a smiling
presence was all TV ex-.
ecutives --wanted from'
Ms.• Freeman. In the

early 1970s, she worked
as a "co-host" on the
morning show at WLSTV in Chicago. Her job
was to look cheerful and
pleasant.
But not so beautiful as •
to make the women at
home uncomfortable.
the almighty researchers said.,That's when
she was handed a wig to
cover her long blond
har. The wig looked like
a hard hat with curls
.and felt worse: its
elastic cut into her
scalp..
"After a while, myhead couldn't breathe,"
-,
she said.
In her stint at WLS, a
half dozen male hosts
came and went, but she
says she was never considered for anything
more than window
dressing.
"Their research said
that the typical au-

dience was a'33-year-old
housewife„ and all they
wanted te see was a
mache man, an authority figure," said Ms.
Freeman. "So they
would hire somebody
with no experience.
What the station didn't
see was that women
were ready to identify
with another woman."
Today, Ms. Freeman
has more time on national TV in prime time
than any other 1'V journalist, male or female.
Five nights a week, at 9
p.m. EST, her New
York-based "Freeman
Report" on CNN exPlores an issue,
newsmaker 'or'.personality in detail. CNN
is in 31 million TV
homes, and ':The
Freeman Report''
averaged 314,000
households a night last
November.

Last summer, she
traveled to the Middle
East, where, within 11
days, she interviewee!
Jordan's King Hussein,
Egyptian Presideht
Hosni Mubarak, Pres!:
.dent Amin Gemayal of
Lebanon, Israeli Pri-me
Minister Shimon Peres
and the PLO's Yassir
Arafat. She's just returned
from a trip to the Soviet
Union, and _site'll use
some of the interviews
on a Jan. 15 "Freeman
Report" about arms
:control, which will run
in conjunction with the
broadcast ofthe nuclear
affrermath film
"Threads" on Turner's
SiiperStation WTBS.
Ms. Freeman considers her program a
combinalion of
"Donahue" land "The
MacNeil -Lehrer
NewsHour."

Elderly are grandparents to center toddlers
EISITORTS- NOTE
The elderly residents of
New Mexico nursing
noine have.becoma.surrogate grandparents to
• the toddlers at an adjacent day care center
'and both groups are
_benefiting from the ex- periencelF It puts a little
extra love in their lives,
ALBUQUERQUE.
NM 1AP —.Nathan
Le-vois. not yet 2- years
old, seldom sees his
gra.ndParents because
they live in other states.
but he rarely goes more
than a day without a hug
4),,Ejiig,E from his('Grandma Bernice." .
. like he has a
third set Of grandpai•ents." says Nathan's
mother. Terry Levois.33. a • patient., care.
aaalyst at Presbyterian
Hospital in Albuquerque. "It gives Nathan
exposure to older people
and he-gets some extra
• love."
To his • surrogate
.grandmother. -Bernice
Lefzkus, Nathan also is
3.-efS-• special
"He's such a cute lit'tie fellow." she 'says.
sounding every bit the
proud grandmother

•
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ESSAY WINNER - CalloWay County High School Student Anne Marie
Hoke holds her winning essay for Calloway Cpunty in the conservation essay
contest. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hoke. With Miss Hoke
are Jerry Ainley, principal, left, and Jane Sisk, teacher, right.
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"Some of the'time
"They call us Grand- don to the children ihe
"Foi the.
it's
when he sees me, he ma and Grandpa." says classroom situation.
-having somebody
.say. 'No.' He knows Letzkus. who 'enjoys the
Mrs. Levois says the around Who always
'm going to ask him for „time with the children program was one of the smiles and gives.them
a kiss,", she says...,Etut, as much as his wife. reasons she placed love," she says. "As
most of the time; - she "We get a kick out of • Nathan fn the center surrogate grandadds, he "breaks down it."
when he was 5 months
and gives me a kiss."
- Lin Omith, director of old and part of the parents, the older 'peoThe 22,month-old boy the child care center. reason she has moved ple give them something
and the ---68-yea-r7o-hr -- says The most important her 4.4-year-old son extra. It gives the older
woman • were brought benefits to. both the Justin from another day people something' to
together by an unusual children and the elderly care operation to St. look forward to each
program that promotes residents are the in- Francis.
day. It's good for them-interaction between the tangibles. -- the
$he says the program to be able to toucha litchildren at the St. Fran- touc.hiiig.. the _holding. _is importantin_the
tle face or hand or even
-.cis Child Care Center the talking.
of -the children-and the 'just watch one Of them
•
and residents of the ad:
"These occur on a dai- elderly.
"cry."
jacent St. Francis ly basis," she says.
_Gardens nursing home. "There's a smile, the
The two buildings are touching of a child's
connected by a hallway,. tia.nd or head. A lot of it
so the children and is not a concrete thing."
residents can „easily be
Marsha Wegman, adtaken back and forth. • ministrator for both the
Mary Hopson, presi- Moore, treasurer. The
Mrs. -Letaktis.---wikr.-is--child care and nursing dent, presided at _ the club sent a $10 gittand
confined t•o'a home operations. 'says meeting of the Potter-- other gifts to Western.
wheelehair: makes the the program brings town Homemakers Club State Hospital.
trip each day with her together two groups of held Wednesday, Dec.
Also present were Iva
husband. Howard, when people normally not ex- 12, at the Holiday Inn.
Alford, Kay Carlson,
he comes to visit. They posed to each other very
The devotion was Bobbie 'Cook, Christine
given by, Louise Short. • Collins, Marian Fox,
go to the toddler room . much.
because they want to
. Ms. Smith says 'it's Group singing was led Mary Gertzen, Jeanette
POSTER WINNER - Andy Peiper, center, a student at Southwest
see Nathan. but they difficult for staff by Lurene Cooper with Gamster, Dolly Lorenz,
Calloway Elementary School, holds his winning poster foi Calloway County
also visit with other Members to give such Mrs. Short as pianist.
Anita Purvis, Lois
In the conservation poster contest. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard W.
Games were directed Smith, Dorothy
children.
close one-on-one MienPeiper. With Peiper are Ray Dunn. principal, left, and Jane Cothran.
by Dorothy Simon who Sobieski, Shirley Werts,
teacher,- right.
.
also gaire holiday Ruth Banker and Elsie
favors.
Patterson.
LR
a evport
ns were given by
The club will meet
e Carter, Wednesday, Jan. 9, at 10
.
secretary, and Mary a.m. at •the Holiday Inn.
.
Members- and guests which included sharing
of the Pa cers favorite parts pf f.he—
-Homemakers Club met Christmas Story and a
Anne Marie Hoke. a
Second place essay school winners included
•
on Wednesday. Dec. 12, scramble gift exchange.
student at Calloway school winners included the following:
'secret
for
1985
drawn,
luncheon-meeting
of
A
were
guests
•
Three
for a holiday luncheon
County High-SChool, and the following.:
Mary Katherine
Grove pals.
at the Corris Center, Jean Smith. Ruth the Harri
Andy Peiper, a student
P'F'ool, Southwest
Jody
Alan
Lassiter,
were
present
Also
Homemakers
Club
was
Louise
Murray State Caldwell and
•
at Southwest Calloway Calloway High-and se- Elementary; 'Charles
'
(4
held on Wednesday. Evelyn Dixon, JOY
University:.
Miller.
Elementary .School, cond place county win- James Bean, East
Western
Jones,
Anna-Lou
at
the
Fortin,
Dec.
12,
meet
Frances Brown gave
The club will
were the 1984 district _ ner,; Janna Wilson, Ele-mentary; Jody
•
Restaurant.
Maxine
,
Key,
_
Jessie
Sizzlin
the devotion.
Wednesday. Jan. 9, at
vianers in the Calloway Calloway Middle; Kent_ Canter, North ElemenWrablik,
Margaret
gave
Martha
Taylor
Nance,
Claudia Moore 9:30 a.m. at the'Boston
die devotion with scrip- Gene WiVher, Hattie County Conservation Dodds, Murray Middle. tary; Brook Alyce Scardirected the program Tea Party.
Third place essay brough, Murray Middle.
ture reading from I Cor- -Lee' Galloway, Marie Essay Contest and
The.school with the
Hi 0%11
inthians 13:1. Elizah,oth Hicks, Grace James, Poster Contest school Winners included
0441 101119.1
highest number of en,the
Parks, president, Julio Janecek, Lena 'respectively. EVERY TUESDAY IS
A total of 521 essays' Rodney Jones, tries in the essay contest
presided. Reports were Jones, Kathryn Ray,
cuNT GuRT
given by Nova Lee Clyde Wrather' and arid 1,315 posters were Calloway High; Jon was -Calloway County
EF[STLUCIOD AiNOWS
Rose, CallOway diddle; Middle with 56% parWendt, secretary.
Lurlirie Wilkerson.' . prepared.
Thd winning essay Gene Cook, Murray ticipating --and---tn--the--2 CRISPY TACOS
The club will meet
The recreation was
poster ......c.antest .,was
conducted. by Eleanor Wednesday, Jan. 9. at 10 -mil poster have been11(
A
bi milted fOr the state
,* First place poster North Elementary with
a.m. at the Ellis Center
Kavanaiigh
ciapatw
inigil
%pa
arrtid
Gifts were exchanged with Mrs. Wendt and championship in school wirmers were as. 83A
be
and secret pals were Mrs. Wilkerson as Louisville. the title of- follows:
the 1984 contest was
Offer Good AN Day -No Coupons -No Limit
Andy Peiper , presented to the first
revealed. Names were hostesses.
chestnut St. 753-3314
.
,"Trees In My Southwest Elementary;• place school winners
Community." '
John Lee Davis,. East and the county winners
The contest is spon- Elementary and second at the Calloway County
Across From MSU Stadium
sored by The Courier- place county winner; Conservation District's
SACRAMENTO. Calif: 1AP.1 - Joe and--Anne
7 itr 10,25
Journal, Kentucky Teresa Kidd, North , Annual Awards Dinner
Viviani _were hoping for two tax deduaions.for
Association of Conser- Elementary; Joshua to be held Monday, Feb.
to 1977 Voyager It *as
-1984, but despite their best efforts they only got,
vation Districts..„ ken- Erid
ikJ.ohnson, Murray .• 25, at the Seven Seas
launched Into space. in
one for last year -- and another forthis year. '
00019aM life fOrrlIS in the
-•Restaurant.
tucky Department of Middle.
Augustine Hill Viviani was born at 11:54 p.m..'
universe to visit Qui
Education and the
The second and third
Second Place poster
planet. Get ready.
on Dec. -31. His twin brother, Brandon Anthony
Calloway County Con- school winners included place -school winners'
Company's COM11.19.
iviani. didn't make it until 12:05 a.m. on Jan. 1.
servation District.
aw•ard's
the following:
Mrs. Viviani said that while she was giving
* First place, essay
BrYan Hosford, North presented through the
tt•
birth to the twins at- Travis Air-Force Base's.
school winners were as • Elementary:
weat schools.
nnmpann, snn Sara
David Grant Medical Center, the delivery room
follows:
•
,
- --c-rew was yelling, "Come on, you want two tax
Anne- Marie Hoke, Elementary': Paul
OCti
Vi:;(_:bt
deductions. Come on, Anne. Push. Push."
Calloway High; Rtiaa Strode, East ElemenViviani,.. an Air Force captain, said, "It's
Jones, Calloway MidBoyd Hainsworth.
j jet S
always nievto have a tax deduction, but that one
dle: Tom Thurman, tary;Murray Middle.
JEFF BRIDGES
is a help. I'M just glad they're here."
By KRISTINA TODD
Murray Middle..,
Third place poster
KAREN ALLEN • M
Club reporter
The Westwood 4-H
DOLBY STEREO
Club met twice during
..7111NwePletigre•ABA`4
'4 10
December.
We had our Christmas
BEVERLY
Bazaar oh Dec. 8 at the
Jewelers and Distributors
1111.LS
home - of Mike and
I314 Main Se, Murray, KY 753-7111'
Rosetta Todd. It was a
9800 BTU, Automatic ignition, removable
The Essence of Distinction
big success.
tank, automatic safety shut off.
1
2
1
ByPass
EDDIE
. Our Christmas party
We are proud to
(Located in Ozark Log Home Bldg.)
MURPHY
was field at the home of
Lisa
announce
2 FREE
p
No PA
Laura
Shoose._Wo exHate,6Mo-e1ector
Replacement Wicks S23.95
changed gifts and had a
Pfaitzgraff
"America"
Stoneware
Manning,
Anthony
pothick luncheon.
Retail Value, and Siphone Pump
mixing bowls
5 pc place settings
1 has selected her
Later in the afternoon
Mick'&
••• butter tubs
cannisters
crystal and small
we visited Amy, our
'Maude
•-• candleholders.
SVS
W
serving pieces
appliances __fro
.-adopted sister,- DUDLP
Only
N
•
our bridal registry.
The County Awards
MOORE
Their wattling
rtOgrarn was on Dec., 17
an d . w,e,.serv,esl the
be Feb. 14-198
refreshmentS. We,
t1.8!:'
ML'SELiN
1===t
AMEK
753-3361
206 E. Main
recelyed our awards
MART
and hacialip9d time.
chestnut M. 753-3314

Pottertown Homemakers
meet at the Holiday Inn ,

Pacers Honlemakers hear
program 1)1- Claudia Moore

.Club holds luncheon
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—Community events

DATEBOOK

Tennis play Wednesday
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• Monday,Jan.7 Tuesday; Jan.8
Tuesday,Jan.8 • Wednesday,Jan.
Murray-Calloway with Corinne McNutt at
---Goshen United
County Camera Club 7:30 p.m,
Murray Star Chapter 'Methodist Church
will meet at 7 p.m. at
No. 433 Order of the Women will meet at
7
of Callaway
- Southwestern District Eastern Star- will- meet 'p.m. at the
church.
Public
Library
withproMr. and Mrs. Anthony Sanders, Rt. 5, Paris,
Dental Assistants will at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge gram to be slides of meet
Tenn., are the parents of a daughter, Whitney
at 7:30 p.m: at hall.
Mountain Mission
Alaskan trip by .Larrie Purchase
Nicole, weighing eight pounds 12 ounces, born on
---Area District
Truck
will be at South
Thursday, Dec. 27, at the Murray-Calloway • Clark.
Senior citizens ac- Pleasant Grove
Development Bdilding.
United
County Hospital. The mother is the former Bar-tivities will be at 9:30 Methodist
Church.
Murray Lodge No. 105
bara Parker.. Maternal grandparents are Mrs. •
a.m.
at Dexter-Center;
Alcoholics
Free and Accepted Anonymoug will meet at from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Joann Parker and the late Ruell Parker of Paris.
at
Homemaker
s Clubs
Masons will meet at 7:30 8 p.m. at American Hazel and Douglas
Paternal grandParents are Mr. and Mrs. Joe
will
meet
as.
follows:
•
p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Pinson of Paris and Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Sanders
Legion Building, South Centers; from 10 a.m. to Pottertown at
10 a.m. a/ "
of McKenzie, Tenn.
3
p.m.
at Ellis Center.
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Holiday Inn; Harris
Kathieel-I-Xi es Group
------Grove-at
10 a.m. at Ellis
of First Baptist Church
Executive Board of
Kappa Department of
Women will meet at 7 Murray Woman's Club U.M.H.E. will meet at Center; Pacers at 9:30
A Representative of the Social Security Office
p.m. with Lorene 'will meet at 7 p.m. at 1:30 p.m. at First, a.m. at Boston Tea
party.
will be at the Robert 0. Miller Anne, Old Post
Swann.
club house...
Presbyterian Church_
___
Office Building. Murray, on Tuesday, Jan. 8,
------Alcoholics
. Hazel and Douglas.,
from 10 a.m. to noon, and also on other Tuesdays •
WMU of First Baptist Centers will be
Social Securi'ty'
Anonymous and Alof the month. The representative will e available.
open '
. Anon will have closed •Representative • will be Church will have its from 10 a.m. to 2:p rn,
to assist the public in all aspects of Social Securimeeting's at 8 p.m. al' at Robert 0. Miller general meeting-at 9:30 for activities by Senior
ty, Supplerhental Security Income and
Citizens.
First Christian Church,. COurthouse Annex-from a.m. at church chapel.
Medicare. Assistance will be given in filing
---- Benton. For information 10 a.m. to noon.
claims, reports, changes, etc., and in answering
Lottie Moon Group of
call 75-0061, 762-3399,
Murray -Calloway
inquiries, according to Janie S. Ivy, field
1—
•
First Baptist Church
753-7764 or-753-7663.
representative. .
County Ministerial
Homemakers Clubs Women
will meet at Association will meet
---at
will meet as follows:
Deacons of Memorial Paris Road at 11:30 a.m. 1Q:30 a.m.
9 a.m. in third floor
.da-ssraom. MurrayBaptist Church will at Sirloin Stockade:.
t The Murray-Calloway. County La LecIr Calloway County
meet at-7 p.m.
New_1
3rovidence at 1
League will meet Thursday, Jan. 10, at 7 p.m. at
Skatint party -for Hospial. Chaplain.Reita
---p.m.
with
Gail
Herndon.
920 worth 18th St.. Murray. "If you have ques• Robertson and Carter Moody will speak:
General meeting of
---tions about this womanly art, contact this
Elementary Schools will
United Methodist
-Murray
TOPS
(take
league,' a spokesman said. The Thursday
Women of South Plea- off pounds sensibly),, be from -6 to 8 pm. at
Ladies Day. Bridge
discussion will include encouragement and inforsant Grove United Club will meet at 7 p.m. Roller Skating. of with Virginia Jones as
mation on how to establish a happy nursing relaMethodist Church will at Citlloway County Murray.
hostess
be At 9:30
tionship. For further information call 753-8771.
a.m. at the daks Coun.be at 7 p.m. at the Health Center.
The Singles' Class ?of try Club.
church.
Murray Lions Club ,Seventh and Poplar
Northside Baptist will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Session meeting will
Terry Lane Brown of Murray is included ,on
at Nchurch of christ will
Church Women will Murray
Dean's List for the 1984 Fall Quarter at the
-Ardrri-an's Club- .meet at 7 p.m. at 602 be at 7:30 p.m. at First
meet at 7 p.m. at House.
.- Elm St
: Presbyti3riar. rhurch
University of Tennessee atMartin. To p'e. epgible
church. .
- —
— -,-- -furthe-lisr a full-tilfie itudent-finist achieve
a
---3.20 (B) grade point average based on a t.0(A)
Tryouts for "the
For Life
scale. Only undergraduates are eligible for the
Glass Menagerie" by
academic honor. Also included were Susan AlexInsurance
Purchase Players will
ander Byrn of --Wingo; Penny Anne.Carlisle.
be at 7 p.m. in Merle
the
Calvin Keith Clark and Melinda Ann Worley of
Norman Bullding, rear
Mayfield.
State
Farm
entrance, 115 W. Broadway. Mayfield. ,For in- X
Mon. Jan. 7 thru Sat. Jan. 12
way.
X
formation call X
X
From
tht....cornpian'y 1-328-8941.
agent
and'
-who've
---Tuesday,Jan,8
earned you{otrust
>(.
people
word that her New York doubt that as °
First United
through., car and
, begin to know there is
debut was at hand.
Methodist Church
home tosurance. Ask
><x
• "It-*the performance) such a thing as Edie
Women will meet at 10 x
OFF
x me about
will be in New York, and Davis, they'll begin to a.m. at church with Ex- )<
x
ask
for
her,'.'
said ecutive Board to meet at
that's the most exciting
x
x
.thing about it," said Ms. Moritz Southard, the 8:30.a.m. and coffee to
X All Cross-Stitch Accessories x
founder
of
the
Kentucky be served at 9:30 a.m.
Davis,'who has sang for
x
-• _
the Kentucky Opera for Opera. It was Bomhard
5 .tue
•Orngan izer
•Frames
x
first
who
signed Ms.
15 years. "Thal's where
Second night of
x
•MoLiptIng
all the big stuff Davis to sing,in the Ken- _tryouts br !'The Glass. x
x
tucky Opera chorus.
- Binders
haPpens."
Menagerie" by Pur- x
, Boards
x
"She'll have so many chase Players will be at
Ms. Davis is married
Jane Rogers
x
•Eribroid
efy
•Placemat
S-,
x
roles..
she can't take 7 p.m. in Merle Norman
to Louisville Orchestra
201 S. 6th
x
x
Hoops
clarinetist Dallas them all." Bombard ad- Building, rear entrance. x
Ect •
753-9627
x
Tidwell. She will be the ded. "Why in Germany, 115 WI Broadway, x
*Paper
Weights
x
first singer -developed they'd pick her up like a Mayfield. For informa- x
x
by the Kentucky-Opera piec-e-of gold."
tion call 1-328-8941.
x
x
Ms. Davis is now perto perform a major role
x
x
in a New York Opera forming her last role
Groups of CWF of
with
the
Kentucky
production.
First Christian Church
"It seems beyond Opera for the season. will meet as follows: r
On The Court Square
playing Elvira, the with Libby Hart at 10 X
X
scorned wife, in "The a.m.; II 1--iedhurch X
Downtown
Murray
753-0859
State Farm Life
X
Italian Girl in Algiers." parlor iCar5en.m.; III
Insurance Company
Home Office; Bloomington, Ill.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
and Mrs. Lois Kemp, Cottage Grove,

Group_ B of Ladies Tennis of the Murray Coun.try Club will play Wedriesday, Jan.-lit. The group
will meet at 8:30 a.m. at the entrance of-Murray
Calloway County Park to go to Kenlake Tennis
Center to play at 9 a.m. The lineup is as follows:
Court One - Kathy Young, Marilyn Germann,
Alice Rouse and Martha Andrus; Court Two Kathy Kopperud. Annette Alexander. -Vickie
Jones and Vicky Holton; Court Three - Laura
Miller, Carol Waller. Eileen Portner and Ann
Uddb,erg.

Coach Edwards will speak
LaVell Edwards, coach of the national champion Brigham Young University Football Team,
will speak Tuesday, Jan. 8, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Cultural Hall of Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints, located on Haywood Lane just off Interstate 24, Nashville, Tenn. Forty-six of the cur-,
rent BiFU football team -are return missionaries
of the Mormon chirch. Edwards says he encourages young men to take two Years off of their
schooling to serve missions and then return to
their athletic career. The local Latter-day Saints
Church urges all families, as well as those interested in coaching, to attend this special
program.

Skating party Tuesday
A skating Yarty for Robertson and Carter
Elementary Schools will be Tuesday, Jan. 8,
, from 6 to 8 p.m. at Roller Skating of Murray.
Students may skate for $2.50 with $1 going to the
PTO. Parents and teachers May skate for 25
cents each.

Rachel Kay Paschall -born

Whitney N. Sanders born

SS Representative here

League plans meeting

Brown on Dean's List

Mr. and Mrs. Tillman C. Paschall III, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., are the parents of a daughter,
Raditel Kay,Vireighin
g eight pOunds,
_
_ bcrrn On Sun_
day.'Dec. 30, at the Murrareatioway eSurrtyHospital. The mother is the former Melanie
Kemp. Grandparents'are Mr. and Mrs. Buddy
Kerrip, Cottage Grove, Term., and Clarence
Paschall of Puryear, Tenn., and the late Mrs.
Wilma Paschall. _Great-grandparents are Mr.
and Mr.
Hubert Smetliwick,
Palmersville,
_
. -•

....................x
xx
xx
x
SALE
.
xx

Kentucky opera star gets new offer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. manager, said the per(AP)- The director of - formance further
the New- York City heightened the interest
Opera was so excited -Ms. Sills had shown in
about L.ouisvii-le the Louisville star since
soprano Edith Davis. an Ms. Davis auditioned
offef was made "on the for the New York City
spot" following her Opera two years ago.
audition to sing Liu in
"She (Ms. allls) ac_Puccini's "Turandot."
tually got so_excited she
_
_ _ _
Beverly Sills, the came backstage after
director of the New the_.-audition and made
York City Opera, at- an offer on the spot,
tended the _opening- of which is rare." said Ma.
the Kentucky Opera Munro.
. production of "TuranIt's been a long wait
dot" and said She was for Ms. Davis. It took a
"overjoyed" with Ms. ye.ar and a half of
Davis' performance.
negotiating, scheduling
Martha Munro, Ms. . tuid rescheduling before
Davis' New York she finally received

x -30

.

xxx Wild Raspberry xx
x

Olympics organizer named
NEW YORK (AP) - chosen "for his supreme
For masterminding "a -skill -in making the
triumph that involved Games work and
nearly four-fifths of the because he Is the emnations of the globe," bodiment of the en- 1914 OlympTci organizer trepreneurial spirit that
Peter Oeberroth was is flourishing in the
named Tirn.e United States."
magazine's man of the
The Olympics tradiyear., .
tionally have lost
Time called' Ueber-• money.- but this year
roth, now commissioner "received almost no
of baseball, "a pro- government funds and
moter with a global mis- ended u-p with an
sion," and said he was unimaginable surplus of

$215 million - and the
sum could reach $250
million by June," Time
said in ..the cover story
for its Jan. 7 issue.
Other nominees for
the honor included
President Reagan, El
Salvador President Jose
Napoleon Duarte,
Democratic vice
presidental nominee
Geraldine Ferraro and
"The Terrorist" described by Time as"a
multiheaded monster."

Actress-moderMargau.klierhingvv-ay
recuperating after'skiing accident
INNSBRUCK,Austria
(AP) - Actress-model
Margaux Hemingway is
recuperating from
surgery after she broke
her pelvis while skiing,
according to personnel
at-the Innsbruck
University Clinic and
the Austrian Press
-Agency.
The news- service 9n
Sunday reported Miss

'Hemingway had broken 10 for London, where
he.,r pelvis Friday. she would "possibly" be
Hospital personnel con- bedridden for five to six
firmed she was being weeks.
treated -for a major ski
Miss Hemingway,
injury, but said they
were unauthorized to granddaughter of the
late author Ernest Hemgive further details.
The news agency said ingway, sustained the
in an unattributed injury near the Tyrolian
report that Miss. Hem- ski resortof Cerlos, acingway planned to leave cording to the news
the hospital around Jan. agency.

JANUARY
CLEARANCE

Ron and Charlotte
Hager and Joe Thorn
are proud.to
announce the
re-opening of
Granny's Porch
• • 306 N. 16th

Another -D*t'Center .
Success StOry
Pam Herndon,of Murray,has lost •
100 pounds.
Having heard nothing but good things about Diet
Center.' Pam decided she had nothing to
lose...except-weight. So she gave Diet C,enter a-try
Pam found Diet Center-to be a.naturatprogya,m has'et]on sound nutrition, daily counseling ahdencOuragement from counselors who understand and really care
Pam is a Diet Center counseld6.-dream She never
got off the diet or complained.'In her words•she_
itever felt better and she- has so much moreenerg 1985 will be agood year for Pam 100 pounds lighter -Whether you have 10 pounds or a 100 pounds of excess
weight to lose call Diet Center YOU HAVE NOTHING,
TO LOSE .BUT WEIGHT

-featuring the samegood cook=ing as flomeplacellestaurant**
Open Tuesday-Thursday
6 a.m.-8 p.m.
Friday and Saturday
6 a.m.-2 a.m. Sunday 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
'
Closed Monday.

Hwy. 841
The Village
NIon.•
•

tia t. 10-\oon

Sale 1/2 Price
All Winter Clothing
•Suits •Blouses •Skirts
•Tops •Pants
•Shirts
•Walking Shorts

Aflis CWITI
AISP4
11)6
Or' CtleStmkt

'

•,

a

Warm Ups and
Jogging Suits
/4 Off

'Jewelry
'Accessories

Pants, Skirts, Tops

'

WINTER HOURS.
8.30 a•m 5:00 p.m

•Scarves •Belts
•Handbags

Large Racks of

-.•

. 7:30- i:00, 2:30-3:30:

China, Crystal,
Silver and Gifts

20%

Off

es•.

•
•.1_1___•••
,

Er.
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The King lives on:
Tuesday sees 50th
-

MEMPHIS, Tenn.(AP)- He
was a country boy who eleca nation *with his music
• and -sensuality. He was "Elvis
the Pelvis." A superstar.- A living legend. The King.
.
Elvis Presley, who delighted a
generation and shocked their
parents when he emerged-on The
scene viffh wild gyrationsand
driving music, would have turned 50 on Tuesday.
He was big business in life. In
death, the continuing public
fascination With Elvis has
spawned a thriving -industry
with a- life of it own.
"Our business has increased
every year," said Ken Etrixey,
marketing manager for,
40Pr`'
144
'
Graceland Mansion, the singer's
home and one of the city's hottest touring spots:
But Dr. Michael Lupfer, a
-State--=Urriverattypsychology professor, says the
_
singer's appeal may be lost on
around the,area enjoyed an extended weekend break after a
sN.00.10111 FOR X KID - Aaron Pasprig spent part of his extendyounger generations and 'in
Thursday snowstorm dumped several inches of snow on
. ed lease from school doing some real homework. shin eling the
time, the industry based' on
Calloway County.
%non off his driven a) on Poplar Street. Aaron and other students
Presley memories will die. Presley was born Jan.8, 1935,
in, Tupelo, Miss.,- the on of a
poor farmer who worked at odd
jobs. The singer died at the
lavish Georgian-style mansion
on Aug. 16, 1977, at the age of 42.
His death was officially blarn.:
edon
alaeart.ailment...but itsoon
ing said last week. "His mood
Schroeder. '52. will be able to
LOUISVILLE. Ky 1AP Inelk,-frarri
chailges,
became apparent-that the slitger
has improved significantly:- - — 1 1Wave-the hospital. "
Artificial heart reclpiisnt
depression to elation, are comhad been a drug abuser-for
Schroeder suffered a series oi
_William J. Se.hroeder. exhibiting
The medical team at Humana
mon among stroke patients.
years.
some of the traits that! marked .strokes Dec. 13. leaving him part
Hospital Audubon is cautious
"But we have all detected that
Soon after his death, the manliallY paralyzed.
about
-herbi-ti
giving
Schroeder's
he
imhas
been
dramatically
better-.
.s•
sion and the Small adjoining
'Lansing also said it will proparalyzing stroke, has become
proving condition too 'much
since New Year's Day," Lanscemetery where Presley and his
bably be at least a month. before.
significance, Lansing said. ing said
-dramatically- _ better .since.
parents are buried became a
New Year's Day;one of his doeshrine for Elvis fans from
tors-says:
around the world.
In the past. few'dayA he has
The mansion was (welled to
.begun to exhibit some of his old
the public two years ago, and a•
personality tfaits." said Dr.
cluster of souttbnir shops,
• Allan • M. _Lansing-. medical
museums and other Presley-director of the Humana,Heart
son
physician
trauma.County
off
the
caused.by
CLARKSVILLE. Tenn-. AP )
pressure ap- dependent
businesses has grown
Institute
and
witness stand last September
plied to her'mid-section.
- A judge has-refused to grant a
up across the street.
'grinning, and a lot more - sponduring
second-degree
Burdine's
new trial to a former soldier serDefense attorney Herbert E.
By the thousands. P
resley.
.
.-taneous than he has been for
murder trial.
ving a 15,year prison term in the
Patrick( Jr., said Pinson would fans pay $6.50 apiece to take a
.
weeks.The
'physician,
Dr.
Richard
squeezing death.‘of
have testified that the infant 30-minute 'Wall( through
-Lansing notrattOtiticiaeder's
*-Pinibn, had planned to testify
girariend's 7-month -old
Probably died from an infection Graceland, then pay an addisurprising waif( last'week when
for the defense as an expert
daughter.
_ .
and "that the laceration to the tional $3.50 to tour the fourhe tossed his walker aside and
nittrss about the cause of death
Circuit Judge Sam Boaz made
Jiver did not in fact occur until engined Convair airliner that
• strolled-on his own. Schroeder is
for
Virginia
Lynn
Gould
last
The ruling- in the case of Scott
the child was administered CPR once flew the singer's entourage
also beginning to-initiate conver
Burdine-,
Allen
former'
a
(cardiopulmonar
around the nation.
sations With family ,mernben
Inisecutors
argued
Iturdine
military policeman at Fort
resuscitation)." „Brixey says-the tours'attract a°
and doctors as his speed'
lost his temper while changing
Campbell Army.Base.
improves.
Boaz said Pinson was not capacity 3,000 people a- day in
the baby's diapers. An Army
-That's a real good sign, as
Boaz ruled Friday the court
qualified to testify about the good weather.
physician testified the baby died
And. the demand to see and
_far as we're - concerned," Lansdid not err in keeping a Williamthe next day -from "abdominal cause of death.
hear Presley performances con-

Doctor: Schroeder making a comeback

or

Clarksville'judge refuses new trial for soldier
semi-rig -term for squeezing infant to death

Memorial
to be built
for Presley
MEMPHIS,- Tenn. (AP) Elvis Presley fans from around
the world will build a memorial
fountain across.the street from
the entertainer's mansion, officials of Graceland Enterprises
have announced.
"We have decided- that the
fountain will be a continuing,.
legacy of the public's love of
Elvis, since it Will be con._
structed 'with their donations
and will 'offer them the opportunity to be a part of this living
memorial," Jack Soden,
Graceland's executive director
told about 400 Presley fans
Saturday night.
The announcement came during a 50th birthday celebration
for Presley, who "died Aug. 16,
1977: of a heart attack.
During his lifetime, his fans
by thethoqsands made trips to
_Memphis 'to leave birthday
cards, cakes and teddy bears at
the gates of his estate.

Lincoln Federal's
GreatGetAway
with Interest

y
ela

NEW!Bigger.
Burgers

(Up to 10.50%)
Get awqy for 7 days/6 nights to
Wall Disney World and EPCOT Center.
Get away for 4 days/3 nights to
Wall\Disney World and EPCOT Center. .•
Get away,for a weekend at the cOrtrinc
Lexington Marriott Resort.
-Or-ehoose from other Premiums shown below.

More beef...same price!
Our burgers pist gQt, bigger —
prices-stayed the same! Now.
you get a full one-third pound • of pure. juicy beef. And -you can have
your bigger burger prepared f6tir delicious- ways: A Muthrootii
Burger. a Bacon cheeseburger. a Jerry's Hamburger. or a Patty MA.
75---A11 our Bigger Burger PlAtO.s- are
Fr-c:17-iCh. fries_ and cple slaw.
Our-bigger biimers are fout more wav5 that7 t Jerry's, -:,•

S. 12th

tinues as well. His records and
movies have been re-released,
videlf tapes-of his concerts
are shown as television specials.
His performances were like no
one else's --although there have
been countless Presley impersonators decked out in the sequitted jainpsuits that becamea
Presley trademark.
VintaPresley
ge P
had his legs
apart, knees slightly bent, hips
swaying, his lip curling and a
voice that seemed to sing with a
sneer. It drove audiences wild.
And the arousing, hip-swaying
Presley performances that led
the media to dub him "Elvis the
Pelvis" arguably influenced the
energized Tom Jones and Rod,
Stewart of later decades,
Perhaps it was another
superstar, the late John Lennon,
who had the last word on the
subje
di,
"Before Elvis," Lennon once
said,.
-there was nothing."
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You get Lincoln .
.Fecierars high interest
rates on 2, 3, 4, or 5
Year Certificates of
-Deposit. Just pick the
certificate that best
meets your financial
• goals, lock in.a rate
that's guaranteed for
the term of your
iiii
-cate,and get your
premium On 'Di,Of a
great return on your
money.
• Call or stop by the
office nearest you for
full details or use the
coupon below for
easier service.
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Here's how to open your account
raiithonre Lincoln Federal 'savings and Loan to open my Certificate ol
my(heck or money order
I understand the rate in eliett at the time this agreement is received is
guaranteed her the term ill lb...deposit I speciN• No matter how volatile
interest rates are an the tuture
I litrther understand thatthe terms ot the agreement swill be sent to me by
..ithim mad.
•
Deposit upon receipt oi ft...coupon, alongss ith

;11n

•I
1.1

_
.
I currently bank at Rank Name
s
SIAM Is
•
Deposit Amount Ent lined S
heck or money order payable 1011114.4n Federal Sairmiri and Loan)
S Year
4 Near
term- 2 Year
. 3 Year
(howl. of Gott CI thru 141
I Alkes C, Igt 8 weeks tor delivery,
wall have interest iompounded annualk, only t• u‘tottrer
must pay kentucks 'sales las at the time Certificate ts opened
•!We (1.4114/ that the talfklVer 1414.114111Ca11011 111.1111b11 prOVIlded. 14 true.
correct a complete an.il am we in. not subject Eibeckur withholding
013414 the llfC code •
• All a- vrtifgatel

Murray 759-1234
f0
1300 Johnson Blvd.
" •*. •,
• IMAIL
mettle. Federii Saving.arta Loan
41141 Fourth Avenue
Other areas in Xentuck y, Toll Free 1-800-92:4561 I. outsell*. %entuuks 40202•
ATTN-11344011401:140:--
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FARM AND AG NOTES
Pointers for pruners:
Use the right tools
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ASCS will fight feds for survival

WASHINGTON (AP) association, said Thurs- eutting back so sharply business people and•
- -the upright suckers that apWhen is the best time I0
- The National.Mepcia- day that "we were real- in federal cansewation others who bhaye an in- k-base or
prune trees? "Prune them pear at the truT
tion of, Conservation ly taken aback when speliding„would be the terest in land and water
whenever your shears are along lower branches. Also
Districts is gearing up they said do away with virtual eliminatioh of resources.
remove'
inconveniently
low
sharp," advise old-time dirt
for a fight with the It completely." It had the Sail Conservation
branches. Where possible,
gardeners.
At the national level,
Reagan adgginistration been assumed that the Service, the. USDA
cut
off
branches
that
grow at
If spring was too hectic and
.Me
privately financed,
over
a
administration
would
proposal
to
agency
that
provid,
his
,summer too hot, autumn is. narrow angles to the trunk
eliminate federal aid to continue previoits ed technical help _te_non-goverriment_.NACD
and
retain
those
that
grow
perfect for doing some snipprotect the nation's land budget* routines . by farmers protect land represents the national
ping and shaping. With trees more horizontally.
and water.
targeting specific pro- and water resources network - which is tied
On
trees
that
normally
that bleed profusely in
According
to
the
for cuts.
grams
prosince the Dust Bowl era in closely with the SC,
spring, such as maples, bir- have a single leader, or mafn
the federal agency that
posal put forth last
conservation pro- of the 1930s.
The
'upper
stein,
trim
back
any
ches, beeches and, walnuts,
would lose many of its
Month-by--the--Offi
proaffect
would
posal
ee
of
The
SCS
naTiorihas
a
there is no better time to competitors. Finally, shorten
Management .and grams in the 1986 fiscal wide system of state, offices and 14.000
out-of-Proportion
limbs
by
prune than early fall. Other
Budget, there will bastia year, which begins next district and county of- employees if conservapopular candidates for cutting back to branches
effort to "terminate Oct.' 1. President fices. Its employees tion funding is cut as
more
in
keeping
with
the
autumn trims are ashes.
agricultural conserva- Reagan IS expectedto work closely with neasly much as proposed
honey locusts, poplars, elms tree's natural shape and symtion programs." That send his annual budget 3,000 local conservation
metry.
But, .Meyer said he
•
and zelkovas. .
would
save about $600 recommendations to districts, which are run thinks "there'll be fairly
Older trees occasionally
Without the right tools you
inillien a year, the OMB Congress in late by more than. 17,000 broad support for keepwill do more harm than good. need deadwood and oversaid.
January or early elected or appointed of- ing the conservation
A carpenter's saw will., no -growth cleared away. Where
Steve Meyer, ex- February.
ficiAls. Those officials programs" pretty-much
more cut branches than a two branches rub together,
ecutive secretary of the
One of the effects of include farmers, .as they are now
paper scissors will cut twigs. inviting injurY- eliminate the
Garden centers offer four 'less attractive one. Also rebasic tools needed by the move any inward-growing
average gardener. Ordinary branches.'
One rule holds for all prunhand pruning shears are fine
for branches up to /
3 4 inch in. ing: do not leave unsightly
diameter. Long-handled lop- stubs. Always cut as close as
,„ping shears are effective for possible to-the Source branch
limbs between % and 11/4 in- or trunk. With large or heavy
WASHINGTON (API ended last Sept. 30, sales Common Mark* coun- particular
ches -thick or for those limbs use the following four- One of the main trou- to the Common Market tries, however, dropped --liveStbek produt ts and
technique.
cut
beyond the reach of hand
ble spots for U.S. farm Countries totaled $6.71 12 percent.
irpported leer, .ingreWith a pruning SaW make a
shears.
exports is the 10.-nation billion. That was down 'The. depa-rtMent's • dients." the report said'
The
right
t
ools
are
essential
for
underside
the
"safety"
on
the
cut
cosmetic
_For heavier. work a cresCommon 'Market; and a- from $7.63 billion in Eccinomte:Research
cent-shaped pruning saw is 'of the branch abOut-two feet Mining Of all hart's Of garden 'trees. Garden
Looking' at 195,
new analysis by the 1982-83; $8.89- billion in Service says this week
centers
pre_
offer
will
long-handled
It
from
trunk.
the
lopping
After
prim.
best.
sears,
a big bough is
analysts
.),,aid the situa'Agriculture
1981-82;
DePartand
$8.92
billion
in
a
new
issue
of
FATtS
saws,
ing
hand-held shears an other equipment •
removed use a hooked prun- vent„bark and wood from
ment,
:indicates little in 1980-81. The reeord
Foreign Agricultural tion_L-_; not li•kely,to iming knife to smooth rough tearing beyond this point, that make the job eitsier and sager.
chance for improve- was PA- billion In Trade of the United prove unless the value
•
edges around the resulting Stop sawing halfway.through..
• ment in 1985.
1979-80.
States - that .":con. of the dollar weakens
wound. Protect cuts larger the branch or wheneve, the other safety cut -a shallow oval that is pointed at
both
The
export
Although
INiztlue
U.S.
farm
of
tinued strength of the
than one inch with a coating saw binds.
-.Continued sluggish
incision from below that is • ends. This design will guide U.S. agricultural
pro-. exports in general have dollar made it difficult-of tree-wound paint.
Remove the limb with a flush with the trunk. Then rainwater out of the wound.•
-economic growth. weak
ducts to the Common been in a downward for U.S...'products to
Prune a sapling correctly topside cut started several saw from above until the cuts
demand for . livestk
Finish the job by applying Market countries - also trend the past few compete"
-in the produi:ts, and a record
and it will benefit for years, inches above the underside meet.
•
tree paint to the oval. The called the European years, sales to the Com- 10-nation
trading bloc EC grain croP will
even decades, to come. For cut. Cut away the remaining 'With a'pruning knife shape wound will heal quickly, and
strength and shape_ remove stump by first making an- tree -wound into--a clean-edge thrsTfritelywIll•be a succm! Community or EC - mon Market show some last year. depress EC imports,:-:
each-Year problems of their'own"trraddittortlugglsh - the report saki - • • A rut ••
• •
since 1980, when the
For example, in the economic- recovery and
(her - increase-in
value of the American fiscal year that just end- continued
.
self dollar was relatively ed, overall export unemployment rates in
siffifeirricy will mean
low against the curren- values actually-increas- Western Europe hurt
stiffer .comptotition
cies of most countries.
ed 10 percent. to $38 t h e dem a_n d f o.r among
all exporters for
,In the fiscal year that billion. Sates to the agricultural. products.
WASHINGTON (AP) could be worth from $10- ctjijivaed seedless sophisticated and
the EC market in ;19,5 "- U.S. marijuana billion to. $50 _billion a plants that have a technological," said the
growers, for the first year in the United higher potency 'and br- NOR-ML report,
time filling more than States.
ihg growers about $1,850 prepared by Joanne C.
half the nation's deIllegal domestic pot a pound-, compared to Gempel, director-et-the
.mand, harvested a farmers raise,d about 11 $500'a pound for regular Council on Marijuana
WASHINGTON (AP)
Patrick H. Quinn, ex- ment outlook con, • -gdirrn noted that- for
record $16.6 'billion million pounds in 1984, plants.
and Health, ,
- A spokesman for ecutive vice president of ference last week.
the last four year Con:
worth of pot in 1984, ac- or 55 Percent of the
While the number of employers
"
,T he two most
of farm the National Council of
Quinn said regulatory _ gress has struggled
cording to the National 20-million-pound total notable trends • emerg- Indoor commercial
Organization for the amount available to the Mg in 1984 are an in- growers remained laborers says new Agricultural proposals - by the Oc- immigration reform.
federal rules intended to Employers, said other cupational Safety and notably legislation ofReform of Marijuana 30 million or more crease in indoor man. stable in 1984, the
protect field workers actions are in the works :Health_ AdMinistratiorr, fered bySen._
K,
Laws.
Americans using marl- Juana grbwing and personal-use growers
The estimated Juana on a regular. personal-use growing,” grew. by one-third last are almost certain to be that-could drive up costS • and the' Environmental SimpsOn. ,R-Wyo : and
domestic harvegt was basis, according to the report said. "Mari- year as a'response• to adopted in the near Of producing the na- PrQteCtiOn Agency - in Rep. Romano .1.... Matifuture, and could in- tion's'food.
the areas of field sanitaworth 20 percent more NO_RML.
juana consumers are Jaw'enforcement efforts crease the
cost of pro"During the :next 24 tion and wOrker protecfaiien •
than the 1983 crop and
The group, which ad- smoking less, consum- and the rising street" ducing
vegetable* and months, labor:iutensive , tion from pesticide ex- victim to interest group continued to make mari- vocates legalization of tog better quality marl- price of pot, according
other trops.
agriculture in the posure - will probably and 'partisan politics
juana America's second marijuana, said that in Juana than in the past to the report.
But the biggest United States will face be approved.
proponents of imniiguamost valuable 1981,- U.S.-grown marl- and paying higher
NORML said threats
"These regulatory tion reform legislation
agricultural product, juana accounted for prices for domestically by' law enforcement upheaval is expected if significant challenges
Congress passes new which have the potential proposals. as well as believe their, time has NORMt said in its an- about half the- pot grown marijuana."
agencies' to spray out- legislation
• to restrict to dramatically reduce concerns about increas- come.--, Quinn said ,
nual cultivation report. avgilable in this
The reportiestimated door crops with her- the flow of alien workers
the availability of ed .Labor_ Department -1-:,-The" political' conThe U.S. Department country.
that 25 percent of all bicides such as pare- into the United
_
States. harvest labor-while for- enforcement activity straints which thc l94
of Agrieulture estimates
The organization said --U7S7-martjuana is -pro- quat helped - foster sethat the nation's corn it based its figures on - duced indoors under ceded personal "victory 'Advocatessay a tougher cing-employers-to-adept -. and-iinion• organising-in - presidential- eieet tort
-pale. however. placed on both parties
crop last year was published reports, news plant lights by some gardens" that produce law is needed to stem a More formalized and the West.
rising
tide
of
illegal
by
costly
management
comparison
with the are/gone."
worth $19.5 billion, articles, personal inter- 200,000 commercial from four ounces to two
foreigners entering the practices." . Quinn told irripact which enactBut -ith or without
followed by hay at $11.5 views and law enforce- growers and an pounds of pot a year.
United States. •
an Agriculture Depart- ment of, comprehensive immig3tion reform.
billion and soybeans at ment 'estimates and estimated 4 million peoimmigration reform said Qi.Yinn. farm labor- $11.3 billion. Last year, reports.
ple who cultivate it for
legislatiorNvould have costs as a percentage or
the House Select CoinNORML said about Personal use in
on the industry." he production costs - will
mittee on Narcotics three-quarters of the basements and closets.
said.
continue to iffcrease
Abuse and Control 1984 domestic crop was
"Indoor growing has
estimated' marijuana stnsemilla - specially become highly WASHINGTON (AP) - report „ said, the CCC commodities as
The government's' total was $24.3 billion, "payment-in-kind" for
holdings-of surplus f4rm including $14.1 billion in taking land out of crop
commodities • continues loans outstanding and prOduction. The acreage
curbs and the 1983
to decline• from last inventories of $10.2
. drought resulted- in a
'billion.
year's record levels, acOne big reason for the - massive draw-down or
All Kentucky soil nematode specialist month of January. cording to the latest
decline
was last year's some crops, notably'
samples for which Richard A. Chapman Moreover, the nematode Agriculture DepartPIK program in which - cornand Other feed
neMatode analysis is because of the research lab %vat .not be_manned- ment figures.
As of Sept. 30, a Com- farmers got free surplus grains.
deslied should be sent to and education center's fully in January because
modity
the
Plant
Credit Corp.
Disease close proximity to major Paul
Bachi,
our
Oak otiel Poplar Creosoted Lumber
Diagnostic Laboratory soybean acreage.
diagnostician will be at- report showed this
Treated Pine
at
the
Extension
However, during the tending a two-week week, the agency had a
Research and Eduebtion changeover, there could nematode short course at total of $15.2 billion inFencing Materials Metal Roofing
Center at Princeton be a delay for those who\ Clemson."
vested in a wide assortbeginning this month. ' want a soil sample
Hershman added,"We ment of commodities.
Don Hershman, Ex- analysiS
early at Princeton look for- Those included $7.8
in
tension plant pathologist January.
ward to providing a billion in contrnoditieS
at Princeton. said all ap"We are currently set- nematode- service for held by Ccc ..ak, -colplied_ nematode work is ting up ()Ur laboratory -Keit-tticky- farmers. lateral for price support.
being switched frotri-the fur nematode analysts,: Please feel free to con-- loans . to faxmerat- -and2M
University of Kentucky Hershman said. "Conse- tact us should there be $7.4 billiOff worth of
COLIC
,
(Th
College of Agriculture in- quently there may be a any questions concern- commodities os.wned
PARS
\PAui.
Lexington to Princeton, delayed response to toil ing- this changing of tne outright by CCe.
upon the retirement of. samples sent during the guard."
•
A year earlier, the .

•

Conunon 711arket: trouble spot

EC export decline will continue
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U.S. grew $16.6 billion pot crop

Labor reforms *may hike food cost

Government-held surplus declines

Mister Farmer
Bailey's Farm Lumber
Has The Materiais
For All Your
Building Needs

Princeton takes over nematode tests

$1.50 DAY

For Movie Rentals On
Tuesdays and Thursdays

South
ern
State
We

Save on Feed, Seed,
Fertilizer and Pet Supplies

carry a full line of
Big Red Dog, Cat and
Guinea Pig Food. Save Now!

Save $1.00
on a 50 lb. bag of :
Big Red Nuggets or :
Big Red High Energy :
Dog Food.
.1
Coupon Valid at
Southern States through
• Jan. 31, 1985
Industrial Road

Murray

RE1EM HER
THE 10TH

1
i
I
1
I

753-1423

'Lay Pellets
*Pig Starter Pellets
'Rabbit Pellets
'Protein Supplement Pellets
'Dog Feed Pellets
•Horse Feed Pellets

...Keeping Calloway County
Grain in Calloway County
and Savings in your Pocket...

The 10th of each month is a very important date-to
your newspaper carrier Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill
You see. these carriers are independent tiusrness•
men and women They buy their papers from ps at'
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate When you don't pay them by the-10th.
they have to dig down .into,their own pockau to make
up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptl before the 10th of
each month They depend on you to write their
checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for vou and
your carrier.: 7
pte-wav to avoid jet tine
13-11-1MTcaught without the right change and vou avoid the
bother of monthly collections

Mirnay Ledger & Times
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Top 20 foto UltWitacats-rHall says maybe Top 80
The Associated Presi•
• Morehead State-takes -on-Ohio Valley Conference foe Eastern Kentucky'tonight. while
Tennessee Tech travels to Middle Tennessee
In another conference matchup.
The only other game involving an OVC team
. pits Murray State-trgainst New Orleans,
On Wednesday Murray State opens its OVC
• schedule at Austin Peay before hosting Akron
on Saturday

Jan.5. senior forward John
Keshoi; s -.2th points and 10 rebounds led
Youngstow it State past Akron 75-61 in an OVC
opener for both teams.
." The Penguins broke an early 4-4 tie with 15
. straight points and never trailed. - although
Akron narrowed the Youngstown lead to 10.
.puitits. 47-37. with 10._26 left to play.
Senior' center Troy Williams. added 14 for.
.- _Airntingstown State. -now S-5, Akron's record-felItO r-4 -on the- Seakin
- •
In nun-conference -games Saturday. Middle
Fennel:see. beat Cum,9er1and College 79-55.
. Mnrehead- State defeated Saginaw Valley
6s-50 and Austin__Peay lost to Ntissburi 72-63. •
Blue FtaUlietIftiaallKi.rnfo011igeythiegi fainthigh 20 points as Ntiddli., Tennessee evened its
record at 5-5 against Cumberland of .the Na:tonal Association of Intercollegiate Athletics.
- Middle 'Fetine-ssee jumped out to an 11-1 ad--.
vantage, held a 41-20 lead at intermission and:ncreased the margin to as many as 26 points
if: the sei•ond half
Moreheilds 'victor' over-- NAIA Member •
Valley lifts- the Eagles to 5-7 on the-

•

_

r

Missouri squashed a late comeback effort '
by .Austih Peay by hitting six consecutive free
thrifiv:•-• The Governors were led by Robert
:Biggers with 14 points as Missouri held Austin
TOP SCORER - Zedric Macklin (26)
., who averages 1217 points per game,
Peay's lead scoffer, Gerald Gar
.
y. tcrenly 'five
will be leading host Murray State against New Orleans in tonight's 7:30 p.m.
points •
contest in Racer Arepa.
•
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LEXINGTON, Ky. over State.
throw and hit the game
(AP) - After whining • That nationally winner with eight
five straight games and televised game on CBS Seconds to play.
beating _two_..ranked _ -might have been entire- 'S He has.-made eignifi
teamt in a week, Ken- ly different without Ken- cant progress since last
tucity might be tempted tucky's - 34-of-37 free year and even since the
to think about the To 20 throw shooting, Kenn,' start of the _season,'
itself.
Walker's 28 points and Newton said. "He's
While Vanderbilt's N.C. State's 25 playing with a lot more
C.M. Newton might turnovers.
confidence. But tris's
agree, what with his
having to play many
Commodores'playing in
more • minutes )111-an I
Rupp Arena tonight, the
want him tO play
very idea leaves Coach
because of the injury to
Joe B. Hall aghast.
(forward Bobby)
"No, no. Absolutely
Westbrooks. I have no
not. No way," said Hall,
choice - he's got to
who still recalls last
play."
mcinth's 1-4 record, the
Both Vandy and Kenworst start at Kentucky
tucky are 1-0 in the
Since 1926-27. "The Top
Southeastern .Con80, maybe."
ference. the . Wildcats
"He beats Arpu a lot of having .downed Auburn
Jim Valvano, whose
17th -ranked North ways," Vail/Who said of last week between ',the
Carolina State team fell Walker, who had 88 Kansas and N.C. State
78-62 here On Saturday. - points in -Kentucky's victories.
was brutally honest three victories last
"Kentucky is much
week. "He beats you on more fluid, quicker and
about Kentucky.
"Kentucky is, to be tap-ins, on. short more athletic than • a
congratulated on. the jumpers, on free--yearago," Newton said,
victorg. but they throws, on defense. He's noting that. 7-footers
shouldn't get overconfi- playing - so welt right SBA:O.Briwies and Melvin
dent because of this tilt. now. He's really carry- Turpin have graduated
We played so terribly," ing them."
•
to the pros. "They are'a
Just as Newton hopes...y
the WOlfpa4ie_oach
.try___s_olid team and
'r`Pfili:Cox and Brefliur- playing their best
"Coach Hall-will have row will do for Vandy basketball of the yeti'
,his hands full before the Monday night.
right- now. Kenny
season is over. They're
Cme. a 5-foot-11 senior Walker is a great
going to be challenged front Dayhoit, Ky., is. player. But you can't
down the road. In other av'etaging 19 points for key-on one person. They
words, Kentucky the 8-2 Commodores. have too many good
shouldn't go home and - The guard also has'23. players to do that."
crack open the -steals and 32 assists..
At Rupp Arena Monchampagne."
while 6-10 -center Bur- day night. Newton said,
After all,`they're still row has averages of 14.2 ,••we'll • have our work
points and eight cut out for us."
Td_hear Hail tell it. the rebounds.
"We're playing abotil
Wildcats' play has finalIn a 63-61 overtime as good as we-c-an play."
ly progressed to early victory over-Mississippi he said. "We're playing
December levels with a last week, Burrow had hard and playing good
92-89 upset of No. 11 17- points and 12 re- basketball. .. Kansas last- week and bounds, forced extra
"We're ,looking forSaturday's "triumph time with a clutch free ward td the challenge
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A look at Sunday*s pro g-ames ,

M.

tho•

11)dul-Jabbar puts o
- n magic show with
The Associated Press
Earvin Johnson was out with a sprained
finger. so Kareem Atidul-Jabbar put on a magic
show of his own.g
Abdul-:Jabbar hit a 12-foot-jumper as time expired Sunday night to lift the LosAngeles Lakers
to a 99-9* National Basketball Association vic-torrnt*-r-the -San- Aiitoi i Spurs,-who hail-taken-a ,- ne-point lead with three seconds left on two free
th-r-ov,s by Artis Gilmore
.
.
Tonight we had.to make. our. own breaks.said Abdul,Jabbar, i•vho led all scorers in the .
with 2i:7' points and all rebounders,Ath 1
'ems that things were going against us. It
A .1:- e nice game to win, and not having Magic in
• tiere caused things not to,flow smoothly. but we
played hard like we always do and things worked
out for the best '

-

The Spuls were -expecting Abdul-Jabbar, the
NBA's all-time leading scorer, to take the final
shot, but Michael Cooper, who had 13 points and
14 assists for the Lakers, Managed to get-the ball
into him He decided against taking his famous
sky hook. in favor of a jump shot from the
baseline.
Jahnny'Voore led San -Antonio with 27 points,
while Gilmore had 23 forjhe Spurs who rallied to
take the lead after trailing 77-71 at the end of
three quarters. Earlier, the 1..Akers twice built
leads of 10_pa1ts. butSarrAlinnio got back into
the iame-ivith 15-3 and 19-6 spurts.
Elsewhere in the NBA Sunday night. Portland
swamped Indiana 1-18-101 and- Utah mauled
Houston 121-92:Jazz 121. Rockets 92
rtah outscored Houston 35-14 in th
out t

Special: Large Hamburger
French Fries & Med. Drink

Special Good Jan 4 10

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Murray

753-0045
•••

SHOW
YOUR
CAR
YOU
CARE
Expires January 14, 1985

Oil Change
Lube &

$999.

ONLY
Includes up to 5 qts-oil. Diesel and
special filters extra. We also check tire
pressure, fluid levels and brakes.

Rudolph Goodyear.
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•

11.5. 6415.

Murray, Ky.

(502)-753-0595
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•• quarter to turn a competitive game into a rout.
Adrian Dantley scored 28 points and Darrell
- Griffith added 23 for the Jazz, who are in fourth
place in the Midwest Division. but trail the first_ place Rockets by only 314games.
Blazera
.
Pacers 101
, .._ •
Kiki Vandeweghe scored 12 of hia game-high 26
points in the third quarter as Portland turned a
62-52 halftime margin'over Indiana into a comfortable 96-72 advantage.
:
The Trail Blazers opened their'halftime lead
as Clyde Drexler scored 18-of his '23' points. After
Icortland pulled-far ahead, Vern Fleming scored
15 of his 22 points in the fourth quarter to finish as
theleading_scover for the Pacers, who lost for the
30th time in 40 games.
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HONOLULU (AP) - Outstanding Offensive you're not going to stop Frank
Reich at the quarter when Z;eorge
Wisconsin's,-Al Toon, Player,.
•
him."
West's 3-yard line and Shorthose .bi Missouri
who caught 10 passes for
Toon rode roughshod
T
o n'
w o, shook off four tacklers' scored a touchdown on a
124- yards and scored over the West's single touchdowns gave
the before plunging into the 1.3-yard pass from Gale •
two touc
v‘ downs in the coverage in the first East a 14-0 lead over the end zone.
Gilbert of California.
Hula Bo[,credtts some half, catching seven West.
of his p rformance to passes for 93 yards. The
Eluding defender
The East struck again
In the fourarquarter.
Hawaii's tropical West decided to switch Jerry Gray of Texas
in before the half when Hawaii quarterback
environment.
_ _
.to zone coverage- fox...the the first. qtialter, Toan
Reich hitChuck Scott of Raphel Cherry and'
"The weather pro- second half of the game. caught a high,
arcing Vanderbilt On a 26-yard James Maness
of Texas
bably helped - and theIn the TD pass play, and then Christian
teammed
up
rest I had • before the q u
text a ck_ Doug -end zone-. During the-se- -built up a
28-0-lead as on a 21-yard scoring
game," Toon said. "I Flu tie .__ the • change cond quarter, Toon
ran Flutie scored a pass before the
East
didn't get tired the Meant the East offense - a.cutback pattern
along touchdown on a 1-yard - ended the scoring` on
a
whole game."
also had to adapt.
,the right sideline to run in the third quarter..
2-yard run---by--- Ethan
Toon was among the
"They did mix it up on catch a 'pass from
The West got on the Horton of North
major factors in the *us," said Flutie, the. Maryland quarterback
board during the Carolina.
East team's 34-14 vie-- Heisman Trophy winner
tory Saturday over the from Boston College
West in the post-season who completed 10 of 19
MSU earned Far West Classic honor
college senior all-star passes for 111 yards.
matchup., Toon,- a 6-4, "With a guy like Al, if
Murray State's men's
"It's a great honor to we're very proud of what
200-pound receiver, was you've got' single
basketball- teamreceiv- receive the award," this award
*
a,rn e d the game '.1., coverage _ouL__there.ed the Ralph Holsawle rommented MSU coach
Sportsmanship Award Ron Greene. "It's imporThe' Racers placed
CCHS frosh play tonight •
after placing !Oath in tant that athletes be fourth in the Classic,
the Fred Meyer Far" recognizedfor more than recording wins over
The freshman boys
The,-freshman games West Classic in Portland. what they do- on the Pennsylvania and
and girls basketball will begin at -6 p.m. at Oregon,
over
the court. It's a tribute to the' Portland after losing to
games between host COHS
holidays.
fine young men who Fresno State by .two in
Calloway County and
The award recognized make up this team, and the opening round.
South Marshall will be
Varsity games outstanding sportsmanplayed as scheduled postpone,d last week ship and-conducf both on
tonight, according to because of snow will be and off the floor and is'
Waltz sets new 10K record
OCHS Athletic Director rescheduled sometime presented
gby
the
Jim Nix.
Portland Linebackers,
this week.
the volunteer support on Charlotte. N.C..
group which organized
RAVEL
the Classic each 'year!
CHARLOTTE, N.C.
Waltz finished in 32
vv• Haul
Theli4trd is in memory (AP) - Crete Waltz minutes 46 seconds,
Eiki• intatie RtMiiL
•
Coldwater
breitIttng
OT Cr con ',store %lumps
pie, a Linebacker who 10,000-meter race of the 33:54 set last year by
Pit Gravel
go 74 below the 410helped build_the_Classic Charlotte Observer Julie Shea, despite
435-4343
$35 4342 or 433 4319
Into
one of the natioll's Mirathon Saturday- at temperatures in the low
yor. Now Haul Pie Grovel
435-4319
premier tournaments.
a course-record pace.
408 ahd strong winds.
1_
-
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g
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g
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•
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S'1
(AP

Toon earns Hula Bowl award to tune of two TD passes
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Super Bowl XIX being billed as Duel of the Quarterbacks
a

7ti••

By MIKE HARRIS
' AP Sports Writor Super Bowl XIX could
become known as the
Duel of the
Quarterbacks.
In a time when critics
of the pro game are
quick to cite a decline in
television, ratings and
argue -that NFL Commissioner Pete
Rozelle's -quest for parity instead has fostered
mediocrity, the quarterbacki for the.. Miami
,Dolphins and San Francisco 49ers are creating
fan interest and excitement with a combination of excellence on the
field and personal
glamour.

It

st
IC

'S
'S
iy

Miami's Dan Marino
and-San Francisco's Joe
Montana both have
unusual leadership,
ability and great passing arms.
They will be the opposing quarterbacks in
the Super Bowl on Jan.
20 at Stanford Stadium
In Palo Alto, Calif.
There is, no .hype in
sports to equal that in
the two weeks between
the,, conference championships and the playing of the game's
showcase event. So,
Marino and Montana
will be squarely in the
glare of the media
spotlights for the next 14
days. •
*

.414,
Playoffs
National Football League
Playoffs At A Glance
Wild Card Games
` Sabin*. Dec 22
SeatUr 13 1, A Kaldera 7
Sunday. Doc 23
N Y Giants 16 I. A Rams 13
Conference Semohnals
Saturday. Doc 29 ,
. Miami 31. Seattle 10
_
San Francisco 21, NY'''
Glants 10
-Serkioy. Dec. 30Mice& 23 Washington 19
Pittsburgh 24 Denver 17 .
Conference Championships
Sunday. Jan 6
AFC
Miami 45 PittsSurgh 214
NFC San Francisco 23, Chicago 0
Super Bowl
Sunday, Jan 20
At Palo Alto,,Calie
Miami vs San Francists

La
to
to

NFC -

Marino, a precocious
213-year-old in only his
second pro season,
threw for 421 yards and
four touchdowns - both
American Conference
championship -game
records - as the
Dolphins routed the Pittsburgh Steelers 45-28
Sunday.
The 6-foot-4 Marino,
whose quick release on
his passes is unrivaled
among his contemporaries, shattered
several National Football League passing
records in 1984, including becoming the
first player ever to pass
for more 'than 5,000
yards and for 48

regular -season
touchdowns, as the
Dolphins went 14-2.
The extraordinary
passer from the University of Pittsburgh completed 21 of 32 aerials,
against the Steelers as
the Dolphins tied the
Dallas Cowboys' record
of five Super Bowl
appearances.
Jon Giesler, an offensive tackle for the
Dolphins said, "I've
said all along, if you
give Dan Marino time,
he'll lead you to the promised land.''
Giesler and the rest of
the offensive line have
helped make Marino the
least-sacked quarter-

te

San Francisco captured the
'National Conference title Sunday by .s.mothering the
Chicago Bears 23-0, and, will
play the Miami Dolphins in
Super Bowl XIX on Jan. 20 in
their backyard. •
They did it by registering
nine sacks for a
of 50
yarsja
't7lyie1dIng- only 186
total yards'- just 87 through

nd,
rk

IT-

AFC

long - the Bears' 72 regularseason sacks were an NFL
record and they registered
seven more in eliminating the
defending Nation-al Conference champion Washington
Redskins a week ago.
"It's hard to ask your guys
toyrotect you against an excellent pass rush play after
play," Chicago quarterback
Steve Fuller said. "This was
the most pressure.ITe faced
this season. They just kept
coming and coming.",

•

National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
Boston
28 6
824
Philadelphia
77 6
818
Washington
.19 15
569
New Jersey
16 19
487
New York
13 23
361
Central CliveliOn
Milwaukee
23 13
e39
Detroit
19 15
MO
Chicago
17 17
500
Atlanta
15-20
429
Indiana
10 24
294
Cleveland
8 23 258
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Houston
'20 14
588
Denver
IR 15 .559
Dallas
16 16ç 500
'fah
17 18
486
San Antonio
• 15 ID
441

While the 49er defenders
were jubliant, members of an
offense second only to Miami
this season, were apologizing
for their performance..
"I was frustrated at the end
of the half, because I had
given up points," said
Montana.
At interrnission,' the 49ers
led only 6-0 on 21- and 22-yard
field goals by Ray Wersching.

Miami's 14-2), don't do
anything different - or do it
better - on .Jan. 20 in Super
Bowl XIX, they may well be
the last team of the 1984
season to fall victim to
Marino, just as the Steelers
and the NFL 'record book
have.
Marino, who broke the
- NFL's regular-season records
for yardage and touchdown
passes, shattered the same
AFC title:game marks, rolling
up 421 yards and four scoring_
strikes against the Steelers.
Tony Nathan and Woody Bennett also ran for short-yardage
scores and Uwe Von
Schamann kicked a 26-yard
field goal.
They helped set a Miami
record for postseason points in

•

one game and contributed to
breaking the league's twoteam AFC championship
mark of 61 by San DiegoBoston in 1963 and San DiegoOakland in 1980.
Marino completed 21 of 32
passes and didn't throw the
ball in the final 11 minutes
after hitting _ eight of nine
earlier in the second half. He
threw a 40-yard touchdown
pass to Mark Clayton in the
first quarter, 41 -and
36-yarders.to Mark Duper in
the second and third and
finished off the Steelers with a
6-yard flip to Nat Moore in the
fourth.
That just about obliterated
any notice of Mark Malone's
afternoon. The Pittsburgh
quarterback hit 20 of 36 passes

for 312 yards and touchdowns
covering 65 and 19 yards to
John Stallworth in the second
and third quarters and 29
yards to Wayne Capers with 26. seconds to play.
Blackwood got in the way of
a Malone pass 69 seconds
before halftime, intercepting
him at the 39-yard line.
Later, after San Francisco
had .silenced the Chicago
Bears 23-0, Mimai coach Don
Shula sat at home and, in a
television hookup, spoke briefly with Bill Walsh,.the 49ers'
coach.
"After all this time,•Bill, the
two best teams with the two
best records are going to go
after each other," Shula said.
"That's- how it should be,"
Walsh replied.

STANFORD, Calif. tying the game 7-7.'
Ricky Anderson of scoring, in the first
( AP) - Quarterback
Rusty- Hilger of Vanderbilt, the nation's period after Wisconsi
n
Randall Cunningham Oklahoma State also leading
kicker this defensive lineman Scott
caught a touchdown performed well at season, missed
his first Bergold recovered a
pass on a flea-flicker quarterback for the ehance
to narrow the fumble by Cunningham
and threw a- scoring West, coming in during lead
late in the second on the West 23.
pass to lead the West to the second period and period
when his 36-yard
Colgate quarterback
a 21-10 victory Saturday marching the team 83 field
goal attempt _Steve Calabria threw a
In the 60th East-West yailds in six plays for a struck the right
goal pass to Tennessee runnShrine All-Star Game.
14-7 lead that stood up to post and bounced back. ing back Johnnie
Jones,
Cunningham, of halftime.
In the third period, who stepped out of
Nevada-Las Vegas, was
Hilger fired passes of however, Wisconsin's bounds a foot
from the
named the most 29 yards to Colorado Richard
Johnson in- goal line. On the next
valuable offensive State's Kelt McGregor, tercepte
d a Hilger pass play, Jones ran up the
plaYer of the nationally 3 8 yards to on the West
25, and middle for the TD and a
televised benefit game Washington's Danny Anderson
booted a 7-0 lead.
fOr Shriners hospitals.
-Greene and 5 yards for a 35-yarder to make the
A long, fourth-quarter
Stanford lineman touchdown to Fresno score 14-10.
drive by the East ended
Garin Veris was named State's Larry Willis.
The East opened the on the West's 2-yard line
defensive player of the
game.
Cunningham drove
the West 76 yards in 11
plays in the fourth
quarter, capping the
drive with a 15-yard TD
pass to Terry Orr of
Texas.
In the first period,
after the East's only
touchdown, Cunningham began a 43-yard
drive that 'ended with a
flea-flicker touchdown
play early in the second
quarter.
'After completing an
8-yard pass to Arizona's
Vance Jotuison and an
18-yarder to Willis, Cunningham ran twice and
threw a .short pass to
move to the East 3-yard
line. Cunningham then
threw a lateral pass-tor
Johnson, who,faked a .
run and lofted a past; tol•
Owned & Operated By Cary Brandon & Jan Vance
a wide-open Cunningham in the enp zone,

with 2:31 left when Kentucky's 'George Adams
fumble on a dive for a
first down from the 3.
Saturday. Jan 5
East-West Shrine .
At Pale Alto, Calif
West 21. Fast to
Hula Bowl
At Honolulu
East 34, West 14
Saturday Jan 12
Freedom Class
At Atlanta
Mideast All.Stars vs SoutftWeSt
All-Stars, 1 p m
Sena Bowl
At Mobile, Ala
,
North All-Stars vs South All
-Stars. MIzalout 1 90 p m
Sunday. Jan 13
Ricoh Japan Bowl
At Yokohama. Japan

NEW BUSINESS

Start Bringing Your Items To The First
And Only.Consignment Sales Store in
Murray. Bring Qualityii Items &
Receive High Prices. We Se(l Anything
& Everything. Come By & ring Your
Appliances, Clothes, Stereos, Luggage...Etc. Or Call 759-4194 c -

Kansas City

... 21. Pacific Division
;24. 10 •
19 17
:6 19
15 30

Lagarr
Phoenix
,,Portland
• 'Seattle
- 14-124
L A Clippers
15 2116 Golden State
10 22
.
Saturday's GameS
'New York 119. Chicago 113
3
Detroit 121, Washington 113
5
Atlanta 124, New Jersey 114
7%
Cleveland Ill, Phoenix 106
12
• Dallas 1'55. Kansas City. 101
12V1
Philadelphia 110 Milwaukee 106
L A Clippers 127. Denver 115
Seattle 104. Indiana 97
Houston 103. Golden State 94
1
Sunday,s Games
3
Utah 121 Houston 92
34
Portland 118. Indiana 10;
L A Lakers 99 San Antonio ifs
-48

377
706
514
457
429
417
313

6is,

1,
13

College Basketball Top 211 I-Jesuits
-,r

.444,
Top MAJtered
No.?. Soiathern'Methodist 11-i
theast Louisiana 101 05
How the Associated Press Top 20 beat Rice
66-57. beat Arkansas
No 14 Lothatan& State
2 heat
college basketball teams fared this _6340, 017.-- -Georgia 79.74 lost to Mississippi
week
No. 8. Georgia Tech 110-2. beat State R3-69
'No 1. Georgetown 113-0, beat Maryland
-Eastern Share 9340. lost
No 1.5. Washington '51.3 beat
Satan Hall 73.56, beat Boston Col-. to Wake Forest
6844
Lamar 64-59 beat .Stanford 7969,
lege 82-80, 0'1'
No 9..North Carolina 10-1 I beat lost to Oregon State 52.45
No. 2, Duke 110.0.1 beat Virginia Stetion 85-71.
beat Florida State
No 16 Michigan 9.2 lost to In
6348.
78-88
Mina 87-62 beat Ohio State 87.82
No 3, Memphis State 9-D beat
No 10. DePaul 19-3 beat ;31,
No 17, North Carolina State +.7-4.
Delta State -73-61, last to. South Mary's.
_76.53__ lost -"to lost to Maryland_69-54 lost to Ken
Carolina 60-58:
'Alabama-Birmaigham 66-59
tuck) 76.62
No 4, St John's 11041 beat ConNo. 41. Kansaa 110-2 i lost to Ken
No 18 Loulalzuui Tech 11 1 beat
necticut 57-51: beat Seton Hall lucky 92-89, beat
Texas Southern Northwest Louisiana 9283
73-57
78,
74. OT, beat Wichita State 90-83
No 111 Maryland
11 3 beat
No 5. Syracuse 18-11 lost to
No 12. Indiana
9.3
beat
North Carolina State 59-56 lost tii
Vtilanova 82-70.
Michigan 87-62, lost to- Micougan Dayton 67-63
No 6. Illinois 111-41 lost to Min- State 68-61
No 20 Virginia Commonwealth
nesota'190-68. lost to Iowa 64-60
No 13, Oklahoma 10-31 beat Nor- .9-1 beat Jacksonville 67-65
OT

-

Wet out-scores East, 21-10, in annual Shrine Game
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National Basketball 4ssociatiori

One team remains to stop Miami's Marino

MIAMI(AP - It was one of
those once -in -a-lifetime
games -'Which Dan Marino
seems to have every week.
Now there's only one team left
which can try to stop him.
"Keep it away from our offense' has been the philosophy
of every team we've played
this year. 'Keep the ball away
from Marino.' And I dcin't see
San Francisco doing anything
different," Lyle Blackwood,
Miami's free safety, said Sunday after his interception
helped trigger the Dolphins to
a record-breaking 45-28 victory over the Pittsburgh
Steelers in the American Conference championship game.
If the 49ers, the National
Football League's best team
during the season at 15-1 ( to

SCOREBOARD
She
Your discount arts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

its
the air, and allowing the ., the 49ers should have.
Bears, who were supposed to
The game will be played in
be the defensive powerhouse
Stanford Stadium, just 30
in this game, no closer than
miles down Route 101 from the
their 21-yard line. •
49ers' Candlestick Park.
"Their defense reminded
me of ours," said Chicago
The fist and most obvious
guard Mark Bortz. "They
attraction is the quarterback
were coming from all difmatchup of Miami's recordferent angles and they have so breaking Dan Marino and the
many defensive linemen. man considered one of his few
Wherever we looked, they
peers, Joe Montana of the
were right,on top of us. We lost qtrs.
our composure a couple of
ut more important may be
times."
the one between Marino and
The San Francisco victory the 49er defense that has no*
set up two marvelous confron- gone 11 quarters' without
tations for the Super Bowl, allowing a touchdown - the
matching what are in- only score against San Frandisputably pro football's two cisco in the playoffs came on
best teams - the 49ers are an interception retyrn by
17-1, matching the 1972 Miami Harry Carson of the New York
team's record for wins; the Giants in San Francisc
o's
Dolphins are 16-2. San Fran- 21-10 victory a week ago.
cisco has been installed as an
Sunday, it was primarily a
early 24-point favorite..jii§t case of San Francisco doing to
about -what oddsmakers give Chicago what Chicago had
for the home-field .edge that been doing to others all year

fo)
4azds and one 444.64sato-was-secorretto
touchdown.
Miami in fewest sacks
The former Notre allowed, with 27, during
Dame star, who led his the regular season.
team to the Super Bowl
"Montana makes
championship in 1982, more big plays our
of
this season has guided nothing than anyone
the 49ers to an un- I've seen." said Buddy
precedented 17 victories Ryan, the Bears' defenin .18 games - 15 of sive coordinator.
them • in the regular
San Francisco defenseason.
sive back Dwight Hicks
He itt---ratigy at 64. .
!- Maritio 1s very.
And, besides his noted very good. He has the
passing ability, Mon- quickest release I've
tana is known for being ever seen. And I've got
quick on his feet and an to admit I'm 'a little
uncommon ,ability to biased, but I 'think Jot'
scramble out of trouble Montana is a great
and throw on the run. quarterback. too."

SUM

49rs flourish with multi-dimensional attack

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) The- San Francisco 49ers are
flourishing in a- new
dimension.
Coached by an offensive innovator and having built their
reputation and the best
regular-season record in the
National Football League on
-their skills with the ball, the
new NFC champions head to
the Super Bowl as a defensive
juggernaut.
The 49ers' defense has yet to
yield a touchdown in the
postseas
.on playoffs.

back in the league (141_
Montana, five years
older at 28, and with a
five-year edge on experience, draws the
same kind of accolades
as Marino and is the unquestioned leader of the
49ers.
San Francisco earned
its second trip to the
Super Bowl, blanking
the defense-oriented
Chicago Bears 23-0 Sunday in the National
Football Conference title game as Montana,
not having an exceptional day, completed 18
of. 34 passing attempts

College Basketball Weekend Scores
McNees, St 90. Sul Ross 60
College Basketball
SOUTHWEgT
Mercer 71, Ga Southern 60 .
Evansville 65 Oklahoma City 63
Saturday's Scores
Houston Baptist 75 Hardin
Middle Tenn 79. Cumberland 55
EAST
Bucknell 68. Towson-St, 50
Miss Valley St 87 SE Louisiana Simmons 154
'
74
CantsluifK8 Siena 71
Indiana St 9,1 West Texas St 88
Cleveland St 67, Utica 59
Mississippi St 63. Louisiana St •
Nicholls St 53 Texas Southern 51
Cornell 77, Robert Morris 66
Oklahoma 101, NE Louisiana 95
Dartmouth 62. Harvard 60
Oral Roberta RA St Louis 55
Morehead SI 68. Saginaw Valley
Delaware 76. Rider 70
Rice 83 Texas Christian 62
George Washington 85. Duqueane
So Methodist 63. Arkansas 60. OT
N Carolina 78. Florida St 69
66
Texas 61 Houston 58
.
.George.
Georgetown 82, Boston Coll 80. Mason 64
"texas ACM 102 Baylor 78 •
OT
Teias-Tech 81 N Texas St 55
Notre Dame 79. Davidson 62
Hofstra 75. Lafayette 64 ,
Oklahoma St 78. New Orleans 57
FAR WEST
Arizona 61 Arizona St 61'
Holy Cross 72. St Peter's 60
S Alabama 63. S Florida 59
Boise St 68. E Washington 57
Howard 57, Yairleigh Dickinson - S Carolina 60, Memphis St Si'
.55
r S Carolina St es. Mabama St 61
Cal'IrylM' S3.(lab St 73 .
Iona 70. Monmouth. N J 67 OT
S Mississippi 83. Wis .Parkside wo
ss. La Bar
Cal
st-Sari
.
bar& 88. New Mex
La Salle 80. Army 63
66stet
.
94, St Josephs. Maine 60
Fresno St 72 Pacific 97
Massachusetts 82. Rutgers 73
Fullerton St 82 Long Beach St .
Navy 63. Loyola. Md 54
Tennessee 72. Mississippi 63
New Hampah1ns.52. Colgate 40
--Tennessee St 83, Florida ACM 71
Marquette 67 Colorado 5,,
Norfolk St 65. Delaware St 62
Montana 74 Loyola Calif 58
Northeastern 73. Niagara 70
821,
-(
*aTCommonwe
j
alth 67, Jackson
Nev Las Vegas 80 San ..1036761
Phila. Textile 89 Slippery Rock yifie 65, OT
Virginia Tech 92 N Carolina 65
so
New Mexico 75 Brigham Young
67
ACT
v,41.58
Pittsburgh 73. Providence 62 Princeton 75. Lehigh 67
oregon St 52 Washington 45
W Kentucky 75. Old Dominion 87
St Boniventure 74. Rhode Island
Pepperell:le 76 Fordham 71
Wake Forest 68. Geintglir Tech 54
70
Portland 68 Ne, Reno 64
'St John's 73. Satan Hall 57
MIDWEST
S Colorado 60 5 Utah 49
\.---,St_Joseph's 50 W Virginia 49
Ball.St 81. Bowling Green 67
• San Dtego 54 N Arizona 53
66. Penn St. 49
Cincinnati 50. Tulare 50
San Diego St kt. Air Force 73
Villanova 70. Collnertitlit 59. OT
Dayton 67 Maryland 63
Saa4“ Olare-tr-telettrrliarYale 73. Vermont 561
-Iowa-64. Hhtnots60•
•
Tesas.E1 Paso 79 t-tah 67
- • SOUTH
Kansas 90 Wichita St
Alabama 87. Geo
St
a 74
Washington St 71 Stanford 59
Ala .14trmingham 66. DePaul 59
Kent-St 91 r
Appalachian & fle: E Tennessee
ola.
K
l_o
arywas
"
186..BM
lliT
eran
74St 70
uo
.6
%•17
eblAr4
S7'
S.:15
l '49)rego
lrT,f si
.:82:ful
St 57
Miaow Ohio 91. Cent Michigan
WYonflIfIlt 88 Has all 82
--itteorri 60. Florida 74
so
Baptist 79, Augusta 58
Michigan 87 Ohio St 82
TOURNAMENTS .
Cent Florida 58, W 111thois 53
Michigan St 68 Indiana 61
United 1st Federal Classic
Centenary 88. Georgia St 63
Missouri 72 Austin Pea9,3
Championship
.
Citadel 83, Furman 76
Long Island 92 Florida Southern
N Illinois 69 *Toledo 62
Duke 63, Virginia 58
Purdue 74 Minnesota 65
Grambling St. 80. Jarvis Chris
Tulsa 98 S Illinois 98
Third Place
ban 53
IA Michigan 84. Din,, 1 79 07
6merican W.. is, ....7 .•
Jacksonville St 71. N. Alabama
Wisconsin 52 N2rthwestern 51
SAACia),s Scores
65
WI* Eau Claire 53. Wis Crean
FAR WEST
lidadisoc„..81L _Dso.la and..Bay
.
CaLorack. 51 7: Montana SI. h5
Elkins 44
Xavier 69, Detroit 63
K Washington 82 Idaho St 70
Kentucky 78, N Carolina St 82
Youngstown St 75 Akron 61
Wyoming ex Hawall'63 '
"
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A bargain you don'
have to shop for
Electricity is still a good -value - and we make sure t s tnere wnerles..e,
Ou
need it We deliver electricity to- your home'24 hours a day
and with it comes
the comfort and convenience you expeet
To get the greatest DosSIble value from electracity, use it efficiently
By avoiding
waste you'll save on
comfort or
convenience Now that s a bargain'.

it:our e!ectric,bilis without giving up

-

C & J Consignment .Sales.
1413 Olive Blvd. Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 759-4194
open 10"-7- 6" Days A -Week . .

piegiffatedx-i'n•

-

k41101.0.11013.01.11•11W .1

West Kentucky Rural Electric Coop.
Corp.
IV4
753-5012

ELECTRICITY.
Get the most
for your money.
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MSU panel aims to improve
An
- 1$-member- committee. - which is
University-Community
sponsored by the Center
Committee on U.S.-Arab, for International Proed at Murray State
University to plan programs in the spring of
1985 to extend and improve awareness of life
-in the Middle East •
Dr. James 1.. Booth.,
president
tor
vice
academic affairs, named
• tepresentatites from
both the .campus and
. 19cAlsoilLmunitieS to tl*,_

-

-

Designated as chairman is Dr. Mel Koch,•
assistant to the vice
president for academic.
affairs. Koch said other
organizations will be invIted -tO join in sponsoring the programs tentatively scheduled for
three days each. in late
Feb•ruary
and
late
March'.

SAibcomm t tees for
programming, community linkages and ar-

range for two. speakers the politics of that area.
for each series of pro- . Speakers provided
grams. A proposal has through the Middle-East

relations have been named and are planning

council for .a grant to
fund the project.
- Koch said the plan is to
focus on cultural and
social aspects of life in
the'Middle East for the
first program. with the
second to concentrate on

details and making arrangements tor what
Koch called •'a unique
'and innovative effort."
He said the ciimmittee
As;working with the N.ationar Council .on -U.S.
Arab Relations, which
office . in
its
has
Washington 1) C„-ILLar-

! CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Answer fskProvious Puzzle
38 Postscript
abbr
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i Goal
40 Halt
AA
42 Trousers
4 Equally
45 Devoured
6 Lanterns
11 One who shirks_--4;AaLatatelseil,,,s.---.
- 49 Stalk
duty
13 Foreigners
50 Buddhist dialect
15 Symbol for
52 Baseball team
A
0
tellurium
54 Negative prefix
16 Chastises
55 Latin
NU MO/30°M
18 Near
conjunction
OU R
19 Japanese
56 Vigor
59 Symbol for
&erne
• lutecium
21 Bind
63 Ransacked.
22 Biblical weea
63 Small horses
24 Be borne
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4

poom

0

65 Set of professed

. 26 Separate '.
• 28 Meadow
29 Fruit of the oaf,
31 Unusual
33 Decimeter As
abbr
34 Disturbance
36 Lira of-Italian
cu rrency -

NUjj

opinions
66 Steamship

0E1

OMUU0 WO

7 Sudsy brew
2 Peaceful
8 Fog
letter
Greek
3
- 9 Hebrew letter
'DOWN
4 Dinseed
10 Trapped
5 Strip of leather
1 Unit of Siamese
12 Hebrew month
currency
6 Toward the side
14 Vapor
•
17 Armadillo
5
4
7
.10
6
8
9
20 Aroma
23 Indian mulberry
14
24 Sun god
25 Goddess of
13 .: _ 1
1,184
discord
• 27 Journey
l
.30 Memorallidum
1
_ 32 Periods of time
35 Violent
26
28.
windstorm 37 One opposed
s
31
33
38 Document
.
39 Quiescent
1
36
.4.1_ Formally precis
43 Bank employee
44 Symbol for
4_ 44
4i
41
samarium
'
46 Spanish article
4
47
49
_ 48 Cuts - • -•
- 51 Small island
53 iblical name
67,
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awareness- of Middle East

dryi
58 Asfkie
60 EmplOy
62 French abbr
64 Maiden loved by
Zeus

•5T HEW THAT YOUR- - • YOU- WROTE- A80tr ESSAY ON WHAT YOU
LOOKING AT THE CLOUDS,
PIP DURING 0415TMAS
REMEMBER7ANYW4Y
VACATION WON TWE
YOU WON „CONGRATULATION'S!
5a4001.ESSAY CONTEST'
-

present pfograms to
• groups in the community -and on the campus.
Koch expects involvement by civic and serorganizations,
vice
public school groups-, the

public library and the

local political structure, education thrust, for the
as Well as many depart- 1984-85 school year.
ments and groups on the
Besides Koch. other
ee xnernilers•
also from on the campus are:
are
lectures
planned.
Jane Conzett, Maj. Dan
Koch described the .Farris,
Dr.
Willis
project to increage and Johnson. Dr. Wadi
.imprOve the quality of Mahfoud, Dr. Joan
understanding of the Ntaupin. Dwain McIn-_
Middle East as a major inch Lillian Rogers, Dr.
non-credit international

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,JANUARY 8,1985
What kind of day will tomorro* be? SCORPIO
To find out what the stars say, read
.(Oct.23to Nov.21)
the forecast given for your birth sign.
One-upmanship won't work,though
ARIES
a novel idea locks financially promis(Mar.21 to Apr.10)•
Pit ing. Keep the areas of business and
Intense feelings can mar romance. pleasureseparate.
Lighten up a bit. The unusualin enter- SAGITTARIUS
tainment appeals to you now. Broaden (Nov.22to Dec.21)
your horizons.
Though an ethical situation disturbs
TAURUS
you, you're inspired now and capable
(Apr.20to May 20)
of much original thought. An urge to
An unexpected pass throws you off- traveltakes hold:
•
guard. Ingenious methods bring CAPRICORN
domestic gains. Investigate ways to (Dec.nto Jan.19)
refinance a debt.
•
Business negotiations are tricky,reGEMINI
.
•
,
quiring secrecy on your part and fur-,
(May 21 to June 20)
AN ther research. You can safely trust
After some of the double talk You yoar intuition today.
hear today, you'll appreciate a loved AQUARIUS
•
one's straightforwardness. Scrutinize--(Jan.20to Feb.18)
agreements carefully.
A- partner's - extravagance may
CANCER
bother you,-yet differences are easily
(June 21 to July 22) .
'MC overcome. Be sure to say yes to an
Romance is delightful, but don't let , unusual partyinvitation.
•
spending get -Out of hand. Someone PISCES
0011.
may be charging you too much. Do (Feb.19tO Mar.20)
..11101 some comparison shopping.
Romance could distract you from
LEO
r
ip your Fork,yet important gains can be
(July 73tiaAug.22)
MS,made now. Investigate all
Sensuality is marked today. Love at possibilities including the off-beat.
first sight is possible. Some take up a • YOU BORN TODAY improve your
new hobby.. Downplay domestic ten- chances for success by having a
sion.
.
- •
friendly word for all. You thrive on
VIRGO
.
At large ente:.0 May have ad(Aug.23to Sept.22)
ininistrad talents. Government and
Be aware of others' body language. politics may appeal to you. You have
Be alert to subtle signals. You may terrific drive and are also creativa&y.
purchase something electronic for the talented. You should have no trouble
home. •
.
tinIktfigihutionry,
are at times inLIBRA
dined to grandiost gesturecThough
(Sept.23to Od.22)
4riii) diplomatic by nature,•yod do not like It's clearly not a time to discuss to be told what to do. Birthday of:
business mattes with friends. Some Elvis Presley, entertainer; Jose Fermeet with a flirtation on the job. rer, actor; and Soupy Sales, TV perSocialize tonightsonality.

ae

A

•
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KANSAS COY, Kan.
(AP)- As Kansas City.
Kan., officials hustle to
get General Motors to
stay at the Fairfax Industrial District, a
debate has intensified

THIS IS THE
FIRST TIME
rvE EVER
WORN IT...

•4111

•
4114

...I WA5 KIND OF
- PORING THAT I
WOULD GROW
INTO IT BEFORE
SCHOOL- STARTED
•

)11
I.

WE•LL,THE HOLWAY5 ARE
FINALLY OVER AND THE .0L'
WAISTLINE 14A5 EXPLORED
NEW VISTAS

IT 15 TIME TO DECLARE ANOTHER
AT WEEK. WE
31-IALL TELL SKINNY JOKES
AND REVEL.IN OUR FAT

NATIONAL

f*i

"r SO ONI
KE:SARGE.
I
..E A SORE
7
••GC7'''.
I

Y'KNOW,FEET
ARE REALLY
-FUNNY LOOKING

•
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DEAR FURIOUS: Read on:
DEAR. ABBY: Concerning how
much grown, employed children
should pay for living at home:
;-1Ugardless of Villither the parents
need the money or not,their children
need to learn responsibility. Furthermore, parents who allow their
children to live at home for free are
teaching their children, to be irresponsible,, _
I've seen grown children live at
home for years, spending their
earned money only on things td
pamper themselves. Consequently
they never learn how to deal With
responsibility in the seal world.
How can parents not see this?
CONCERNED IN ARIZONA
DEAR CONCERNED: Many
parents (consciously or unconsciously) provide their grown
children with all the comforts of
home indefinitely for free ass
way to keep them from trying
their wings and leaving the nest.
So what may appear to be
generosity is in reality a holding
action.
•• *

DEAR ABBY: I am the secretary
of a very successful business executive. For several years now, my boas

has been .giving'me a.Chriatmas
present "for another year of faithful
service." He takes me to lunch-just
the two of ui."
My boss is a fine man and we get
along well in the office, but whatever

rHe/444,v-raw RETURNS
TUE GUNMAN'S RE-oo,

Afl
Sy,

Ci

gave him the idea that lunching

with hit; is some sort of "gift" is
beyond me. Rather than,a gift, it is
actually a tense hour during which I
must pretend to be totally engrossed
in what he has to say(always about
himself) and thank him yet for the
pr.ivilege, of being a one-woman
audience-for his boring monologue.
I make a good salary,and lunching
out is no big deal for me. (I do it
every day.) His company is nothing
special either. I see him eight-hours
a day, five-days a'
can think of no way to decline
his invitation without causing hard
feelings. Perhaps a word in your
column would wise up my egomaniacal-boss-and others like him.
•
NOT HUNGRY
(SKIP THE CITY)'
•
DEAR NOT HUNGRY:An egomaniacal boss would neversee himself in this letter, but it may be
worth a shot.
•• *

DEAR'ABBY: My husband is a
volunteer firefighter. He is on call 24
hours-it day, answering emergency
alarms that range from a broken toe
to a house going up in flames."My
husband,and all the other volunteer
firefighters, put their lives on the
line every time they go out on a call.
And they get no pay.
What do they get? Complaints
from an ungrateful community.Just
the other day in the supermarket I
heard a woman complaining about
the loud sirend and flashing lights
• of the fire trucks that go "tearing
around town at all hours of• the
night and day." If it was her child or
rer house, may
she'd feel differently.
Abby,- I -have -a-message for her
and others who feel the way she
does: Lady, I'm sorry about the..
noise and fast driving. Next time

my husband has an alarm I'll tell
him not to make any noise- itiT
iif6--take his time.
FIREFIGHTER'S WIFE

-
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(Getting Married? Send for Abby's
new,updated,expanded booklet."How
to Have a Lovely Wedding." Send your
name and addresa clearly-printed with
a check or money order for-112.50(this
includes postage) to: Dear Abby, Wedding Booklet, P.O. Hoz 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)

•
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NEWp,ORT. Ky.(API
- Ricky McIntosh,
Charged with the
murder of a Newport
police officer whd was
--accidentally killed -tyy-another officer, was
released from 'the
Campbell County Jail on
E10.900 cash bond on
Saturday.
McIntosh, 25. of
Newport, pleaded -innocent Friday to the
murder charge in the
death officer Anthony
Jansen,25. Bond was set
at $10.000 at.the Friday
arraignment, 'and a
preliminary hearing
was scheduled for next
Thursday.
''Jansen was fatally
shot a week ago while
responding with .two
other officers to a -call
that a man Oad a gun in
a residential area of the
northern Kentucky city.
Shots were fired as -the
officers approached a
residence, and a Kentucky State Police
ballistics test found that
the fatal bullet was fired
by another • officer's
revolver. McIntosh was
arrested shortly after
the shooting.
Prosecutors said
they'll press the murder
charge against McIntosh even though he
didn't fire the shot that
punctured Jansen's lung
and lodged in his spine.
Authorities said Kentucky law permits prosecution for murder if
someone engaged in
"wanton conduct" that
resulted in a death.
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Man charged
with murder
of Newport
police officer

By Abigail
Van Buren

*01.14, 47.10
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1983 reported earnings
of t 3.7 billion,
shareholders were told
at the corporation's annual meeting last May.
over GM's ability to use
However, the politiits economic ,clout to cians say the city cannot
secure cheap land, tax afford to lose the jobs
breaks and develop- and tax base the auto
-ment assistance.
assembly plant
Last week, city of- represents. Mike
ficials were calling GM Dugan, chairman and
officials everyday in chief executive officer
Detroit, tryineto beat of the Kansas City Kanout bther cities the giant sas Area Chamber of
auto Maker might move Commerce, - said, "Not
to, including Louisville, anyone :who really
Ky.The city even has of- ,knows what they're
fered to close Fairfax talking about would
Municipal Airport as really believe a referenpart of a package to dum would be the
keep the city's largest answer."
employer from leaving. - Besides, said Dugan,
But critics, Including the designated
consumer advocate spokesman for the city
Ralph Nader, have, Officials negotiating
registered complaints with the automaker,
about the incentives,of- "We're • riot Asking far
fered to GM. Nader also Ralph -Nader's opiIs- opposed to the nion...His organization
secrecy of the dealings, has nothing to lose; or
an said . the negotia- community has
tion are a •ferrn of big- everything to lose."
City officials say they
• business extortion.
• Nader, contacted'. in think GM will make a
Washington, said politi- decision early this
cians are playing with month. However, Nader
miltiong of taXpayers' skid GM probably will
dollars and should not make the same decision
be involved irY such regardless tirlittrincen.
lives offered_ secrecy.
"
-Sin:ce they're asking -general Motors has
the taxpayers to put one, dedlared that its exof the richest corpora- isting plant in the intions in the worla on dustrial district; which
welfare, why don't they employs '5,200 Kansas
open it up to a citywide City area workers, is obreferendum?" Nader solete and may have to
be cloaed by 1988.

Should Kids Who Won't Try
Wings Pay to Stay i_n Nest?
DEAR ABBY: A reader asked you
how much room and board per week
should parents expect of grown
children- who. are• employed and
living at home. Your reply:"There is
.no flat fee; much would depend upon
the parents' finances."
Abby, I think it stinks that any
parents would expect their children
to pay room and board for living at
home. Children don:t ask to . he
born-their parenthThrought them
into the world, and those parents
are responsible for feeding, clothing
and housing their children until
they decide to leave home.
• If parents are really that hard up,
„ I can see asking their children to
help out once in a while, but as for
charging them room and board, like
I say, Abby, I think that stinks.
• FURIOUS IN DALLAS

Off-campus committee
mernbers are: Walt Apperson, Mark Blankenship. Kathy Hodge.
Doralyn Lanier and Dr.
Nancy Lovett.

said.
General Motors • in

.114`

.4

2

Kansas City, competing with
Louisville and othe,r cities,
uses incentives to woo GM-

ftritidividual
Horoscope

PONT WIPE YOUR
TEARS AWAY WITH
YOUR FRENCH FRIE5,5IR

Roger Haney,Dr. Walter
Smith. Dr. Farouk Umar
and two students to• be
named-
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Notice

Now You Can
Have Your Very
Own Satellite
System At An
Affordable Price!
Systems Starting
At $950.00
Call 759-4078
or 753-7765
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r.
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5. Lost and Found
LOST German Shepherd,
9 months old, female,
black and silver, Answers
to Sheiba. Please call 7538326 or Humane Society,
759-4141.

222 S. 12th
753-5865

FOR SALE

Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

w

LS

1LS

30

1975 Ford Ranger
F-100 484. Power
Power
Steering,
Brakes, Air. Conditioning., New Paint.
New Rebuilt Engine,
W/20,000 Actual
Miles. Excellent Conditidn and Respectable Price. Can Be
Seen At 1400 Vine
St. Call 753-4783
after 5 p.m. ask for
David. Must Sail Now,

ROOFING

Olds Pont Cad Buick

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-76 17
Wanted anything you
need to sell I will sell it for
yolf C&J Consignment
1417 Olive, 759-4194
•

NEED A LOGO'
•

A new design for your business
card COM stationary etc In
dryodualized drawings done at a
reasonable rate

Calt 759-9567
after 4 p.m.

Call
_•*•••••
David
Cathay
,d

For

Free
'Estimate.

435-4354
After 6 P.M.

I

wir".•ax.
v. V.:LAPIPFi;Lo

CHECK YOUR AD
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of ads for any error. The
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only ONE INCORRECT INSERTION.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made. CHECK
YOUR AD carefully and notify The
Classified Advertising Department immediately in' case of an error. .

753-1916
Management Trainee
AREA REPS TO COLLEGE
WOMEN
$14,000 FOR 9 MONTHS
This challenging job involves putting on
prescheduled Consumer Education-Sales
Program to 'small group of college women
in Murray area. The company is adding
personnel due to expansion and provides
appointments, full training, salary,
bonuses, health & life insurance and advancement into management. Primarily
afternoon & evening hours. For local interview
call
Margaret Marshall
618-457-2919 Sat., Sun, or Mon. 3-8
pm American Future Systems Inc.

SPEECH-LANGUAGE
PATHOLOGIST
Full time position with National Health Corp in
Glasgow, Kentucky. Provide
diognastic and therapy in one
skilled nursing facility and
outpatient clinic. Will .consider C.MY or CCC/SP. For
further information call Dale
Sandusky, M.A. CCC/SP.
Coordinator Communication
Disorder Services, National
.Health Corp., 901-465-9861 or
write to National Health Corp.
(3- Somfnerville, Health Care
Centers, P.O. Drawer D,pornmerville, Tn. 38068.

North Branch Store
641 North

Store Hours lam 8pm
Mon thru Sat Sun 1-6
pm Telephone 753 7771

NORTHA341 Craft . &
Flea Market now rent:irig spaces. Call 753-4566
day or night. 2 mites
north of Murray on 641
PORTIBLE signs for (fn former Wiggins
sale or rent. Call 753- Furniture Building),
Open Friday & Satur6882 That's it Levi
day 9a.m.- 6p.m.,
Sunday 1-5.

C-

t

•

WORLD OF SOUND

Remodeled Country Home. Easy 12
Mile Drive from
with
Murray
Barns, Pastures.
Woodlots
and
Stream. 5 or 76
Acres.
Call 474-8029

1.

MURRAY AUTO
PARTS INC

BEWARE of Stores
Without A SERVICE
DEPARTMENT

Fruit Baskets shipped nationwide. Gorilla-Grams,
Balloon Bouquets, Rent-A•
Clown or Monkey. Ciluti.
Free Delivery. VISA &
753-9280

Id
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100% Natural
100%
Guaranteed Call 753-7863

Do Something Nice
For Yourself.
Call 3IBLE CALL
759-4444
Children's Tape
759-4445

WE TAKE
THE CAKE

22. Musical
KATI guitarist .
riM"e7
Immediately for band
Show Down. Steady
:lobs. Call 759-1799

Lose Weight
Quickly &
Safely

Strengthening
Stretching
Relaxation
Weeks-$40
Starts Jan. 15th
435-4261

121 Bypass
Located in the
Ozark Log HOMO
Bunting

r.

2.Noti .c e

YOGA

COUNTRY
NOTIONS
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61 Help WanTed
NUCLEAR PLANT
OPERATOR TRAINEE
Full pay while training Immediate opening. for high
school diploma graduates,
17-24 years old with C or
better in . high school
algebra. Training includes .
hand-on experience at a
nuclear generating plant.
Must relocate. Call toll-free,
Mon.-Thui.8 a.m.-3 p.m.,
1-600-238-5580.

HIGH SCHOOL GRADS
WM hire all qualified high
school
diploma
graduates. Need 17-34
year-olds for technical
jobs. We provide training with good pay.
Relocation required.
Room/board/medical
provided. Call toll free.
Mon.-Thur., 8 a.m.-3
p.m., 1-800-238-5580.

9. Situation Wanted
WILL do babysitting in
my home any shift.
Have arfer.exices. Call
759-4803.
WILL do evening
babysitting. Call 7594866 after 5p.m.
WILL do house cleaning. 7 years experience.
Dependable,- References. Call 474-2292.
WILL do office. cleaning. 7 years experience.
Dependable. References. Call 474-2292.
TO, Business Opportunity
71.7CCESS not guaranteed! But... we can
assist you in opening an
outstanding .clothing
store. Casual wear or
dregs wear irl.women:s.
children's, men's or any
combination. 800 top
brands available. $19.
975 includes: inventory.
fixtures, training. &
more. Call Marlenna
-Fashions for brochure
( 4 04 469 - 4 4 38 .
America's leader. since
1977.

15. Articles for Sale

OFFICE
FURNITURE
Desks, files, chairs,
folding tables, etc.

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE
1016 Jefferson
Paducah. Ky.
442-4302

RAND new Bentley
35mm camera. $50. Call
753-9642 after 6p.m.
BUNK beds/youth
twins with mattresses,
excellent condition,
;100. Assorted bikes,
some need work. Call
733-7329.
COMPLETE queensize
waterbed. Call after
p-m. 759.4476.
FORMAL couch &
chair. 1500. 220 shop
heater. $35 Kerosene
stove (takes a (Wei. $30
Call 489-2440
19. Farm Equipment
FORD 3000 diesel tractor. 5 ft mower, blade
disc, boom pole. 14000.
Call 474-809/.
22

Musical

SPINET CONSOLE
PIANO FOR SALE'
Wanted: Responsible
party to take over
piarfo. See locally,
-Write
Credit
Manager. P.O Box
1118. Centralia, Illinois 62801 (618)
533-4690

NICELY furnished 1 BR
apartment Inquire at
100 S. 13th St.
ONE bedroom Duplex.
414 S 10th, Murray Call
492-8225
ONE bedroom apartment, $100 per month plus
deposit Call 753-5588
PRIVATE furnished
apartment. Call
753-3964 ROOM near campus.
Boy only. Call 753-5561.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hi*Ildale
Apts.. Hardin, Ky
Equal Housing
Opportunity

24. Miscellaneous
$25 A rick for oak &
hickory firewood Call
474-2329
CAR batteries 36 mos.
guarantee, 22, 24, 72, 74
series. $27-99 exchalge..
60 Mos. .guaran-tee,$37.99 exchange. Heavy
duty 27 series. 60 mos.
guarantee. $39.99 exchange. Wallin Hardware, Paris, Tn.
LOT in Keniana Lake
Shore Heights. 75'x144'.
Water and 'electric
available. Trade for VW
Beetle. Call 759-4637.
O AK & hickory 33 Rooms for Rent
firewood, $25 a rick FURNISHED
room for
delivered. Call nights girl, 1/2
block from
436;
2778.
campus, utilities paid.
OAK & hickory firewood. Murray -Calloway Co
You haul. $20 a rick. Call Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
437-4829.
753-8146,
.11EFRIGERATORS 8r
mens clothes for sale.
Call 759-4194 between 38 Pets-Supplies
10a.rn.-7p.m.
• ASUNED .Ir half
Harfisters,
seasoned oak firewood
Tropical Fish &
for sale, --Mini-mien as-.
Supplies':
'
der. 2 ricks. Call 4362587.
SEASONED oak
Story Ave.
firewood. Also will do
759-1322
tree trimming. remov•
trig 'and shaping
shrubbery. Call ARC Registered German Shepards. dark
753-5476.
SEASONED firewood - brown sables and • black
oak, hickory, mixed & tan. Good gaurd dogs
hardwoods $30 /rick Great- with children.
delivered. MM. order 2 436-2858.
ricks. -Call John- 'Boyer AKC registered. 10 mos.
old Samoyed puppy
753-0338.
SOLID Railroad Ties, $O Has had shots and
and up. 753-2905 or wormed, $125. Call 7533722.
435-4343 or 435-43A.
hard ,,going male
ThREE pedistai meal
desk, 1-white bedroom 'Beagles 21/1 years old.
set, metal lawn chairs Also, 7 month old femwith Cushions, record ale. For mare details
player, lazy boy recli- call 489-2113 after 5p.m.
ner, metal picnic table, WOULD like a brown
grill, foot locker. 2-12816 Bulldog. Call 753-7975
rugs (new), and military fatigues. Call 753- 41. Public' Sales
8287.

PET PEN
1101

r-

ma ure _resible woman to
21111• mdndultaby
in my home or yours
Tuesday-Friday. References required. 7538151.

14. Want to Buy
ANTED, raw furs.
Owen McClellon,
Polaski, III. 1-618-3426316.
WANT to buy used
piano, not to expensive.
Call 753-4173.
"

32. Pots... for Rent

AUCTION

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
12A0 SHELBY,. central
*COMPLETE FARMSELLOUT•
heat & air. Extra room
built on, garage & 1 acre THURS., JAN. 10, 1985
10:00 A.M
lot, partially furnished.
REGARDLESS OF WEATHER
Lynn Grove area, 4892868 after.6p.m.
R. R.TIPTON ESTATE
1984 BL'CCANEER
TIPTONVILLE, TN
14x70. step-up kitchen.
wet bar, ceiling fan, 2 SALE LOCATION
1
Mile
BR. 2 full baths, central North Of Town On Hwy 78 At
heat & air, dishwasher, ; The R R- Tipton Farming.
refrigerator with iCe Headquarters
SIGNS POSTED!,
maker, underpinned.
furnished or unGOOD QUALITY MACHINERY
furnished. Lived in only
TRACTORS-Case 2590 P•
4 months. Call 753-9644.
56'"

C44

Hows 20 8R34

TOWNHOUSE 12x70 Dua's, ?-myn Varyes.
VVe.gr.!s
mobile home, 2. BR, 1
•e New •*IC ti3431-i iCNA
bath, refrigerator,.
-- iHoU•s
408
stove, disposal, central
2 Hyd VIses p.m. PTO
air & gas heat, cathe X*Xe,qhts
Ns,' •
dral ceiling, underpin
1 HC 1086- CSA .2506 H. ,,.
fling & other extras
4.38 R1
:
included Priced to sell
Dua•POCall 753-6421.
Elea C.0,,y1 •
'586

28. Mobile Homes for Rent

SA

20"

••

.sl.7 8.38 H'

PTO
' S6.,"
2 BEDROOM trailer,
gas heat. in Hardin. Call
COMBINE-Mit.'
759-1417.
T.5
liiomier 14 -4;
:
- 2-13R, on large tat in
country. $185 per month
plus deposit. Call 7531236.
FIELD EQUIPMENT-.r
2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
AC/natural _gas. Shady
.
Oaks 753-5209,

30. Business Rentals

Sia+

32. Apts for Rent
BrDROOM furnished
apartment. Call
753-3530.
1 BR apt 303 S 6th. Call
759-1843
2 BR Olive St. 1 BR near
MSU. Adults, no pets,
lease & deposit Call
753-9208 after 4p.m.
3 BR duplex. den, living
room kitchen, washer
& dryer.-Call 753-9240
1 or
BEDROOM apt.
near downtown Murray.
Adults only. Call 753-4109.
762-6650, 436-2844.
FURNISHED, extra
nice. 3 room apt_ near
hospital & University,
#0couple or graduate student Heat lir : water
furnished, no pets or
children, private Call
754-8756 or 753-3415
LARGE one BR. stove
& refigerator Plenty of
privacy & parking $135
a month Call 759-1987
NIEW 1 BR apt 3 miles
east of town Super
energy efficient, No
pets or children $200. i
753-8848 before 9p ny

0.14etft4

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

-k

-

as

WORLD OF
SOUND

ROOFING!

436-2999 •

•41.•.111 Ire Se••_ •-•.•
•
•
•
•
•
-•
•
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Silver

Closed
Yesterday 304.25
Opened •
Today
298.75
Down
5.50

Closed
Yesterday
'Opened
Today
Down

•
•

15Eximr
0
7'S

•

6.12
5.89
.23

's
•

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE .

•

SOLID WOOD CABINETS- 8. RAISED ,PAIVEL DOORS
.
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
•
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
•KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
.
& CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE &
FURNITURE REFINISHING
•COMPETITIVE PRICES
O Drop Sy & Soo
Our Display

e

•
P
ft
•
a

•
0

•

0

4

Want to Rent

MSU professor & family
seeking 4 BR, 2 Bath for
larger I home for rent
Call 753-4173

SA(410.14

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years exBAILEY'S FARM
perience. Carpentry,
LUMBER
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding NO JOB
For all you;
out building needs
1977 GRAND PRIX, blue TO SMALL Free estimates. Days 753-6973,
759 1099
with Tiops, automatic,
nights 474-2276.
Corner of Industrial Rd
ps,pb ac, One owner Call
ING
by
Sears.
753 6.421
Sears continuous gut779 MONTE Carlo,
both ters installed for 'your JOYCE Noel Tax Serengine & body in excel
specifications. (!ail vice Short forms still
lent condition, good Sears 753-2310
for free $7.50, long forms $15
tires, am-fm radio, rear estimate
_An cl Irv_ I Inc lud e_s
defog Asking t4100 will
Federal & State). In
take best offer Call
home service for
753
Passports
9642 after 6p.m
44. Lots. for Sale
elderly or shut-Ms. Call
Resumes I 0 s
489-2440 between 8a.m
35.5 ACRES . completely '79 YZ Yamaha 400,.
7 S 3 8298
8p.m. for appointment
fenced & in good pas- boarded to a 490. Very
CARTER STUDIO
or information
ture,. 6 miles -from good condition 2 owner
LEE'S CARPET
300 MAIN 51 SUITE 8
Murray on payed road. bike Asking $250 Can
CLEANING. For all
Stocked fish ponds & be seen at 1102 Doran • 1 North 3rd Entrance
your carpet & upholstbeautiful building sites. Rd. after 3:30p.M Call
753-330a.
1-IAROLD S Tree Ser- ery cleaning. For a free
Call 753-2280.
vice. Topping, cutting, estimate call 753-5827_
50 Used Trucks
45 Farms for Sale
trimming, etc. Also. Satisfied references
25 ACRES- by owner. 1074 FORD pick-up, clean-up work, shrubbHenry Co. Tn. Paved long wheel base, 302 ery & over grown areas.
road- creek- good deer automatic. Call 753-9181 Fast, dependable service. Insured. For free
hunting. Must_ sell- $400 or 753-8124.
1980 CHEVROLET 1 tOn estimates call 437-4607.
r acre. (901)232-8563.
HENRY Co. 7'n. 108 ac.- truck. PS, PB. new NSULATION blown in
paved road- creek- top rebuilt motor, 4 speed, by Sears TVA ap•
Free Estimates
proved. Save_ori.- those_
5th wheel
ds_teae4r-e.
759:1983
-high
heating
azfA
-coath°°
grtin
up
:_sl
and
des
2
.
line OWN-ER
MUST SELL . Best Good condition Phone ing bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free _
Mar
-1)frer.-19611232'-85657-'----NILL.-71
pair. All makes and ,
J89EEP CJ-7. Laredo estimate.
46. Homes for Sale
package, 3 tops Call INTERIOR Painting.'-I models Induo.rial
cheap winter rates.
home and commercial
ROUSE for sale on big 753-9262 after 6p.m
years experience, have
experience. corner lot Dexter. 2 1983 CHEVROLET S-16 references.
For free es- work guaranteed Kenshort _wheel base pickbedrooms, carpeted
timates call 762-4787.
neth Barnhill 753,2C74
Must sell. Call 437-4512 up, V-6, 4 speed with
some equipment Call JOINER'S Tree :Ser- Stella, Kv
i $7,508).
vice. 30 years ex- SHOLAIA Plumbing 'Sr
WATERFRONT home 753-9721.
perience. Also bucket Electric Call 437-4740
on Ky. Lake in Pinebluff 17-!ARP 1978 Dodge 484. truck
for hire. Call THOM.A.3 Electronic
Shores. 2 BR. large 'Automatic, custom 753-0366.
Satellite Service -Repair
kitchen & living 'room wheels, good condition.
& Sale, Hwy 94' at combination: 26825 Call 753-9583 after 5p.m.
LynnVille, Ky." $1,150
great room & place to 5
,4 Aluminum
1
Campers
and up
Ca-11
park boat: Call 753-3530
. 502-382-2823
Service Co.
1960 iNtERNATioNAL
•
after lp.m.
Aluminum and vinyl. WET BASEMENT' 'We
Bus converted, for
47. Motorcycles
make wet basements -siding., Custom trim
camping; some furnidry. Work completely
work. References.
1984 YAMAHOPPER ture & air-conditioner.
guaranteed Call .or„.Call Will Ed Bailey,
moped, low mileage, in $900. Call 474-8091.
write Morgan -Conexcellent shape. Asking 53. Services
753-0689
Offered
struction Co. Rt. 2. Box
$349. Call 753-9642 after
APPLIANCE
LICENSED Electrician 409A, Paducah, Ky •
6p.m.
-SERVICE. Kenmore. for residential and 42001 or call 1-442-7026.
Westinghouse,. commercial. Heating WILL haul while. • rock.
Whirlpool. 22 years and air condition. . gas sand, lime, rip rap and'
49
Used Cars
masonary sand, coal,
experience. Parts and Installation and repair
1968 PLYMOUTH. service. Bobby Hopper, Phone 753-7203.
dirt, gravel, fill sand
automatic, slant 6, good Bob's Appliance SerCall Roger Hudson
Frrys-i;or
-1
7
1 your 753-4545
tires, body. A very good vice, 202 S. 5th St.
or 753-6763.
trees? Topping. prun
buy at $700. Call Business 753-4872, 43EMg. shaping, complete
753-7629.
5848 Ihomef.
removal and - more. Call
Guaranteed
1970 FORD Maverick,. d ,APPLIANCr REPAIR: HOVER'S
TREE
cyl. Needs work, $150. Factory authorized for SERVICE
repair
service on
for ProCall 474-8091.
Tappan, Kelvinator and fessional tree care.
most car and
1973 AUDI Fox in good Brown. Service on gas 753-0338.
repair. $1200. Call- 753- and electric ranges. ODD job specialist.
home stereos.
(1835. No Friday night or microwaves, dis- ceiling fans, electrical,
Qualifie
d
Saturday calls please.
hwashar s
re- plumbing, fencing. You
1974 VOLKSWAGEN. frigerators_ etc_ Earl name it. I do it. You
technicians
.
Good•meetianical con- Lovett. 354-6956 or 753- buy7 I install You
dition, new tires: new 5341.
break. I fix Call 436brakes. Call 753-7597.
DILL Electric is now 2868.
1976 CUTLASS rewinding electric ROOFING. Plumbing.
Supreme, red' with white motors. Call 753-9104.
Siding. Additions,
222 S 12th
interior. Call after FriCE sales at Sears Painting. General Car753-5865
6p.m 435-4354
now. Call Sears 753;2310 pentry. PA: Molony Co
1980 TOYOTA Corolla fg.r free estimate for 753 - 8628
Free
sport .ift back. Fully •yair needs.
Estimates.
56 Free Column
equipped. 5 speed. ExFREE to good home 2
cellent condition, $4000.
Aluminum and Vinyl
male kittens. 5 months
Call 753-6749.
siding and Aluminum
old Call 436-2852
1983 CHRYSLER La
15 Years Experience,
trim for all houses. It
Baron convertible,
stops painting.
References. Free
57
Wanted
mark cross leather
Estimates
interior, ac. windows,
Jock Glover
WOOD. any type, up to
seals, ps. pb, am-fm
5' long Sr 12- diameter. 4
753-1873
cassette, tan. Financing
ml S of Murray on-641.
available. Call 753-9240
753-9251.

753 7113

•

31

'74 MAVARICK, 1 owner. 6 cylinder, stick
shift. Runs great, $495
Call 436-2993

We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
Hours: 10 El Doily, 12-5 Sunday

''

53. Services AnItieLL

1

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS- OLYMPIC PLAZA

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492
,

31

4 3 .. Real Estate
ilANK of Murray dr Fm
H.A. repossessed . properties. Other listings,
Murray-Calloway Co.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
753-8146 or Ron Talent
753-9894
FOR sale, by owner,
vacant' lot & rental
property across from
Murray Fire Dept. on
Poplar. Call 753-9251.
TO buy or sell your
Property contact Wilson
Realty. 302 N.' 12tn SL
753-3263.

Dial-A-Service

•

(Clip This Ad From The Paper

And Save For A Handy Reference)
ble Air ComPreg•or • Big Ox
Shank Roper • 1000 Gallo,Water Tank On 4 wheel Gea•
w Pump • Three Mobile

Taxi Cab Service

6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

Fiacbo,
,

ShopTools<
TRUCKS-'1'•

• M sc

Speed Axle • 1981 Chevy 20

Series Scottsdale Pickup Air
Automatt 45 000 M.les
RALPH ADAMS
UNION CITY TN
PARTICIPATING
AUCTIONEER
TERMS
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT
DAY OF SALE'
BANK LETTERS A MUST"

JAMES R. CASH
The Auctioneer
& Real Estate Broker
Fancy Farm Kentucky
15021 623-8466
15021 623-6388
'Tenn Firm •806
Tem Luc •930

TRAVEL THE WILD WILD WEST
Tired of the boring routine of a 9-5 Job/
Large organization now has openings for 10
people to travel western cities. (Dallas. Denver
Phoenix, Las Vegas
No experience
necessary We train you with a 3 week paid
training program Transportation provided year
round annual bonuses up to $2.000 If qualifed With 50% commission tepid advancement
& immediate positions. For interview see Mrs
Ethridge Wednesday, January 9th at Holiday
Inn from 12-5 p.m. Must apply in person.
parents, welcome at interview.

911
TROUBLES
If it's with wel
pumps, plumbi
or electric, then
have the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 2
years experience.
Answering servic
provided.

-

RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

Murray-Calloway
C010,1114131

753-5131
Calloway Comity
Rescue Squad

753-6952
Send
packages
way
Use our

you'

the eas
convient

service We accept
UPS packages for
shipment
.k.
Elioillarairo
k.44„
.
111oH
y
nor dopier liar solos god sor •
Covrity 01/2

753-818

COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES
Downtowr"
Court Square
753-7499

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Alemeation eeol Vonyi
Wino, Castee. trim
stork. Reforences.
Cell Will Ed iteiley,
733-0659.

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
Free Estimates
Vibra Steam or
Quick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery 'Cleaning •
75341127

Police
911

'CHM CHIM
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
CM to.••••• Esnmart•
Oudilt• %ADA Good •••-••
CIEIOANE• CLEANING
•••••• 111{0.111MC”
•
CS....1•C•1111•6
••
••••n•non.•

753-3,045

Poison
Control
753-7588
.• •

7=1111:•••

•
_

•

•

••

_
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Boy George wins 1984 Medal,-Mediocrity

OBITUARIES
Clara M. Eagle, 76, dies

-

,
1•1,

CASCADE, Chlo.
The organization vice president, in an. (AP) - MeticulpUaly Makes its awards in nouncing- the
award to
made-up Boy George honor of the ,nation'•-the British
pop star on
won tire 1984 Medal of 13th and ''most Friday.
_
Miss Clara M. Eagle,
Mediocrity as the "king mediocre" president.
Services tor Mrs. Work man'
The award will be
:
78, retired chail-man of
or queen" of rock, but
Signe Marie Foy are to- Palmersville, Tenn.,
"With luck, he or :she-presented tonight at a
the Art Department at
the Millard Fillmore will go the way of Tiny party celebr
day at 1 p.m in the and Mrs. .Enuna Lou
kting
Murray State UniversiSocietvcouldn't figure Tim and we will not Pillmora
chapel of the Byrn Stom, Almo; one
's 185th birthty, died Sunday at the'
Final rites for Mrs. out hovrto address the have to endure a Man day, big Boy George
Fun•-eral Home, brother, Wayne
Bruce.
Riverside Methodist
Ada T. Morris Simmons-- rock star's invitation to George," said Phil wasn't invited, Arkow
Mayfield. The Rev. Palmersville, Tenn.
Hospital, Columbus,
the awards ceremony.
.Arkow, the society's -said
Tommy Grubbs and
Twenty-seven grand- were Siindliy at 2 p.m. in
Ohio.
James Shockley .are children and 15 great- the chapel' of the J.H.
• She was a resident a
officiating.
'
grandchildren also Churchill Funeral
u rra y a_nd Fort
Home.
Active _pallbearers survive.
Myers, Fla.
John Dale officiated.
are Robert Foy, J.C.
Miss Eagle - received
Thg_song service was by
Fcty, William Foy. Jr.,
'fter Bachelor's and
Ronnie Bruce, James
rom theMaster's degrees from
Seventh and Poplar
Edward Foy. and Ricky
()MO State University,
Church of Christ with
Workman.
Columbus. She -became
Jerry Bolls as director.
Grandsons are serva silversmith while stuZ#ZSliaGI
PaUbearers were J. '
i n g as honorary
22,600 B.T.U.
dying at.the Rochester.
D. Simmons, Gary
pallbearers.
Institut.e for
Smith, Kenneth Smith,
Burial will follow in
$9995
The funeral for
Technology's School for
Allen Smith, Steve
the • Highland Park
William Lee Vickers
:American Craftsmen. honorary Doctor of Cemetery. Mayfield..
Smith
and Bennie
... ,
Comes With Free
was Sunday it 2 p.m. in Simmons
She v.',1a..s
.
r2.rde_g the Humanities at Murray
.
Mrs. Foy, 73. Rt. 1,
•
Battery Powered Fuel
chapel
Collier
of.the
the
Stine University.
Burial was in the MurPump & 5 Gal Can
Sedalia, died Friday at
The Murray artist 1:25 a.m. at the Corn- Funeral Home. Benton. ray City Cemetery.
Blowers
Freem
Steve
an
joined the Murray State munity Ho,spital,
Mrs. Simmons, 93,
For Kerosene
officiate
d.
.
Faculty in 1946 as a Mayfield.
died Thursday. One
Heaters
Burial was in the Mar_leacher of art _ history.
sister, Mrs„ Eddie Mae
A retired employee of
County
shall
Wmory
and design. She became thesiMerit Clothing Co.,
Heflin. died Saturday.
Gardens.
John Louis DeLime, chairman in 1949 serv- she= -Wg'S the widow of
Mr_ Vickers, 56,
ing_until 19_71- when_she__Lcine_A-- _. :- - _n-hla.rui-, died •Fric,InL_
.-.
161*--blirSCIL71
---;irelinqu
iakipc1
-71.13
e,-!
-polt
00---• ---- -;-F--1-•V'S-iff-VTV:r Wit at 1:30 p.rn..IrfcrSiiOme. . -Murray,- died'S -rday'
- BONN, West --- - ;
because of ill health. At _ daughtets
Germany
. . are ...ad.r.a...._44e w a-s. -41,
--tte- "-''' '
-r-e-t i,r-e-d---(Ain - Weift-Ger1141' at-4- -Thai time she became Shellie
Bradshaw. Mur- employe
Murray-Calloway '
Coune of Cadillac many
Large Selection
director of the Clara M. ray, Mrs. Mildred Peal,
'.s former
ty Hospital..
'
Divisfon
Detroit_
Mich.
,
Eagle
An
Gallery
economi
and
cs minister. OtOf Triple Wall
Sedalia. Mrs. -1-ielen
Th.e__ deceased started
- Until Sadler. Palmersville, - He is survived by his - to Lambadorff, luas been
work in the Wildlife Served- tii---Yeat,1
Chimne
ys,
parents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
nt in 1973.
charged with tax evaTenn., -Mrs. Fay
Field after World War Ii her reti
Thurmo
Vickers
nd
Regular
Stove
.
,
'Miss agle served as- Bowsher. Rt. 1, Sedalia,
SIMI while awaiting trial
for the state of KenKirksey; two daughters,
•a
member,
Pipe
Fitting
&
of
MSU
s
allegedl
for
Founacceptin
y
and Mrs. Osia fee n
g
tucky. He later worked
Mrs. Doris Kelly,
$45,000 in bribes.
with. the Fish and dation, of Community Charles, Rt. 1-, Mayfield. Calvert
For
your
all
City, and Mrs.
The Bonn prosecutor
Seven surviving sons
Wildlife Service until his Improvement
cold weather
Owens.
Lida
_Detroit;
retirerhent about 12 Volunteers' of Murray. are Hersaielle Foy and two sons,. Garry filed the new charges
items
go to
of
Delta
Kappa
Gamma.
Friday
against LambNorman Foy, Paducah,
years ago as manager of
Vicliers. Metropolis.
sdorff in connection
Murray
Supply
the Federal Wildlife Atherican Association Kenneth Foy,Lynnville, 'ILI..
and Ronald Edward
with she. Flick payoffs
Refuge at ReelfoOb Lake of. __University Women. Jimmy Foy, San An- Vickers,
_Detroit; one scandal
Free 5 Gal Can
that forced him
with -headquarters' at. and .of the Murray tonio, Texas, Jerry Max
brother, Harrison
Woman's
Club.
She
to resign from
was Foy. Linden, Mich..
Samb.urg. Tenn. •
•
Vicciers, Calvert City;
Chancellor Helmut
Born May 9. 1908, in a charter member of the Eugene Foy, Memphis. five grandchi
ldren; one Kohl's
Guild
of
Kentuck
y.
Cabinet on June
Ar- Tenn., and Larry Foy.
Louisville. he was the
great-grandchild.
26
Rt, 1, Mayfield.
son of the late Adolph tists and Craftsmen.
Born Jan, 16, 1908.sin
Also surviving are fou
DeLime and Gustine
Columbus. Ohio, she sisters, Mrs. Ruell
Littefly DeLime.
Foy,
-1-Ifs wife. Mrs. Mary was the daughter of the .# Sedalia. Mrs. Geneva
1
late
William H. Eagle Dudney, *Detroit.,Mich..
Keep That Great
Agnes Ott DeLime, surGM QUALITY
and
GM Feeling With
Vinnie
Statler
_Mrs. MarY: Ruth
vives. They we're
I
SERVICE
PARTS
Geiane GM Parts
Mar-, Eagle:- She was preced•
•ried April 12. 1937.
4da
6111.111••/. 610101,11 CO•0011ATION
ed
_
deatnThe body - ha's been brOther, John E. Eagle,
cremated. •
•
and one niece. Karen R.
Memorial services
will be Thursday at 2 McGinnis.
Omni 15*
She is survived by one
p.m. in the chapel of the
Omni 105*
J.H. Churchill Funeral sister. Mrs. Helen E.
Horne. The Rev. Luther Richards,- Columbus;
three nieces, Lynnti-- R:
Ma".
.- will Officiate:I
Brown, Anne R. Clark
and Marlene E. Virkus;fwo nephews. John. H.
Eagle, Jr., and Robb
Final rites for -Mrs.
Eagle.
Eddie Mae Heflin were
- The *funeral will be 'Sunday at 4 p.in. at the'
Power seats, p.w., p.I., p.s., air, p.b., tat,
Wednesday at 1 p.m. at Spring Creek Church of
cruise.
Ars. Laura Tyner the Schoedinger Nor- Christ in Graves CounShouse. 97. Carrsville. thwest:Chapel. 1740 Zoll- t y . Jim. Roberts
died Saturday at 5 p.m. inger Rd.. Columbus. -officiated,
at the Crittenden County Ohio. Burial will follow Burial was in the
in the Union Cemetery Church Cemetery with
HospitaL,Marion.
She was a member of there.
arrangements by the
753-2617
Visitation will be after J.H. Churchill- Funeral
641 1. Murray
the, Bethel- United
Methodist Church at noon on Wednesday.
• Home.
The family requests
Lola and was born
Mrs. Heflin, 83, Fern
M.S:rch_..I.7. 1887. in..Li.v- that express/6M of sYlia- Terrace- Lodge,- -died
pathy be in the form o4 -Saturday at 1:30 a.m. at
ingston County. ,.
Her husband, ThOmas contributions in hef the Murray-Calloway
E. Shouse, died March. mentory to the Clara M. County Hospital
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantiti
..
Lynn Grove
19. 1951. One son. Daniel :Eagle Scholarship
One sister. Mrs, Ada
es
4;
Shouse, also preceded Fund, Murray State Simmons. di-ed
Large
Universit
y..
Thursday.
her-in,death
Survivors are two
daughters. 4 Mrs. J.C.
Prices Good While Supplies Last!
• Iola
Maupin, 1602.
Dozen
Ryan. Murray. and Mrs.
"Rbyce fFrancesi
It's The Total On The
Mrs. Mary Ann'Hale, - Ill.; four sons, •Flonnia
Chicago-. Ill.;
Lee Hale, Plant City,
.77. Rt. 2, Hazel, died
Tape That Counts
three sons, Bradburn
•t.
Sunday at 6:59 a.m. at Fla., Ja:ckie Hale, Rt. 2,
-Shouse, Marion.- -.Paul
Hazel,
Donald
Hale, Rt.
the Murray-Calloway
Shouse. Carrsville. and
1, -Murray, and Jimmy
1
CL:a_intY Hospital.
Ben .Shouse. Lola; two
Hale, Rt. 1, Hazel?
1114
She was a member-of
Turner
Nuhn Better
brothers. Bill Tyner,
Reelfoot
Smuckers Grape
Also surviving are two
Lola. and Walter Tyner, the former Dexter --sisters. Mrs. Sarah
-Cti
mberland
Evansvil
le; Ind.
#
_
.
Harper, Rome, Ga., and
Thirteen grand- Presbyterian Church. ' Mr-s. Ruby Collins,
/
1 2 Gal.
5 Lb.
12 Oz.
Born Dec. 31, 1907, in
children'
including Dave
2 Lb. Jar
Joliet, Ili.; dtie brother, 0
Callowa
County,
y
she
Maupin. Don Maupin
Mitchell Andrus, Har- 0
and Mrs. Gene 1Phyllisi was the daughter of the din; 13 grandchildren;
Carson of Murray sur- late Bonnie Andrus and 12 great-grandchildren.
$ 1 09
29
vive along with 35 great- Aurelia Ernestberger
The funeral will be
grandchildren and Andrus. One daughter. Tuesday at 2 p.m.
in the
ti
, several 'great-great- liouella Hale, died in chapel of the Blalock1933.
grandchildren.
Coleman Funeral
Reelfoot Bologna 1 Lb. $1.29
Survivors are her-hus- Home.- The' Rev.-11.J
— -The l'uneral4s-today at
Bush's Great Northern Beans 16 Oz. Can 3/99c,•
2 p.m. in the chattel of bant, Jess - Hale. to Burpoe will officiate.
the Boyd Funeral whom she was married
Erwin
Burial will follow in
Nabisco
Home. Salem. Burial on Nov. 10. 1928:. one the Stewart Cemetery.
T urner
10 Lb. Red
Saltine
will _follow in the Bethel daughter,-Mrs. Leonard
Friends may call at
Cemetery at Lola.
(Betty I McPhail, Joliet. the funeral home.

7

-

•

Simmons
'funeral held
here Sunday

-Mrs. Foy's services today

Cold Weather Specials

W.L. Vickers
dies; funeral
held Sunday

..1•44.••••••

•

Corona

Detime dues:
memorial rites
-here Thursday

Man_ charged

Koehring
,Kerosene
Heater with
Blower

$7995

Closeout on all Kerosun Heaters

GM

Mrs. Heflin's
funeral held
at church

Mrs. Shouse
(lies: services
today at Salem - .

1983 Olds 98 Regency
$11.977.00

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

Murray Supply Company

753-3361

208 E. Main

k.*

•

D&T
Warehouse Foods

Mrs.* Mary Ann Hale dies

•

•••.•••••••

SUPPLIES:A.:AST*:*.*:-*:*

.

Buttermilk

6

•

Sausage

••••••••

1 Lb.
Hot or Mild

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
1
,
i

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
industrial Average_
'Products
.1.Apple Computer
American-- Telephone
Briggs. & Stratton
(MierDollar -Gen. Store
Dupont
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
Gent'orp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear
Home Health Clare
I.B.M. .

2.4344% +
27% •3/.,
19/
1
4 +'74
3014

4-

tine
4/41i; -4
43%
3
203/4

24%

+

153
/
4 +'
34%

'

24% + %
26%. +
, 8% +1
120/
1
4 + IA

Jerrieo
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart ' Mary Kay Vosm.
J.C. Penney_
Penwalt
quaker HMS
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S. Tohaech
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
A.L. Williams
.

:45% +
1
34% +1/4
1
WA +1
/
4
L
.443/4 _ Jv
!
38 - •sts
i1
38. +%
;
31% -Inc
no trade
333/4 + 1/4
1
43% +

1-

39% +5/i
16'/+

MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

6

53
0
.

Bacon

Jelly

890 $ 1

390

Ice Cream

Potatoes

Crackers
C

4 Qt. Pail

$ 1 49

Eggs

Monday
Thru
Saturday
8-7

Meal

$1

1 Lb. Box

$36989c

29

Keebler Krunch Twist Potato Flavor Reg. $1.39 Now 89' I Del Monte Catsup 32 Oz. 99'
l

field
Pro-L,eaguet

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
or Mt. Dew

Wieners

8 Pk. 16 Oz.

980 $ •1

Pops Rites

Popcorn
4 Lb. Bag

120z.

38

8.56

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS

El

Hours:

Win• You Cherry Pie Filling 21 Oz. 99'

*

**PRICES

$ 1 49

..

Fisher
Sandwich Mate

Cheese
120z.

79c

Bush's Chili Hot Beans 16 Oz. Can 3/0'
— .....:-.•
... ...,.. ,_._._, _ , _.....

•
'

•

